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ember 9, 1949

Dizzy Doings Defy Duplication'
in ThisWeek's Ken-Tenn News

Best Coverage
Of The Fulton
Trading Area

NUinLerithirty-Sixi

Governor Clements Adds Finishing
Touch to Successful Fair Program
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A small factory making hickory
handle blanks is opening for
business in Clinton near the sales
barn, Leo Wheatley manager an(By The Untied Press)
nounce
d today. Counting
to Tiptonville and was caught;
the • • •
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Loudest sizzle in the nation (2) The death
•
•
•
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of one of their clan wood crews, the factory will emMisses Betty Boyd Bennett, dept: Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Barnett threw the Carniv
Congressman Gregory, Senator Waggoner
ploy
nearly
25
persons.
al Gypsies into
WELC
OME
AND
.
COME
BACK
Betty Lou Owen and Norma Jane of Chicago, with Smith's Sizzling a hysterical
Mr. Wheatly said that if busiuproar at the FulSpea
ker
Dora
n,
Bill
Willey left Tuesday morning steaks popping in their ears, de- ton Hospital, with
Curli
ness
n,
proves
et
all
satisfa
ctory the parpolice required
for Memphis where they will at- cided to make a hurry up Sun- to restore order;
Enjoy Interesting Fair Events
(3) One of the ent company, the LaPierre-Sawtend Office Training School in day trip for more of the same, carnival trucks
yer
Handle
Coppa
ny,
will seek
sheared its top
At
the
invitat
dropped the local cafe a postcard off on the
ion of the Distinguished Guests
that city.
Lake street tinderpass, sites in other counties in this
Committee of the
West Kentucky-Tennessee Fair, district
saying they were coming, juinp- leaving town;
, State and national digniand (4) One area.
taries star-lighted the occasion, boosting
THREE LEAVE FOR COLLEGE ed on the City of New Orleans George Cole, carniv
gate receipts and the morale
al employee,
of the men and women who worked to
Mr. Donald White of Hickman, at Chicago, arrived in Fulton is lodged in the local calabo
make the Fair the tremendous
ose
Miss Jane Agnew of Union City with a 2-hour layover, filled up pending arrival of
success that it was. Governor Clements
California aucame on Saturday to view,
and Joe B. Wall of Cayce left on Sizzlers, hopped back on the thorities with a Federa
the exciting races in the afternoon.
l charge
He was accompanied to FulSunday for Goodman, Miss., Northbound City of New Orleans against him.
ton by Adron Doran, prominent.
where they will enter Holmes and were back home in Chicago
legislator, speaker of the house
Hearing of charges in the elecJrnior College on September 5. that evening.
Backward glances dept: (from
during the past session of the who probably was responsible
tion "irregularities" charged by
"Hope we won't -be disappoint- the Dresden Enterp
Legislature and a close friend of for the unprecedented adjournrise):
.
ed," they said on the advance
CAYCE REVIVAL
When a trailer carrying four both Harry 'Wlaite and Elmer
the Governor; Fulton County's ment of Congress so he could
postcard" "They weren't, stated full-size
IN PROGRESS
almost nude female Murchison in the recent race for
oviin Bill Curtin, Senator Charles attend the Fair. Congressman
County Tax Commissioner will
The Assembly of God revival the gleeful Smith's team of Neal dummies hove
tate- Dresden
Waggoner of Mayfield and Vin- Gregory assisted the Distingbe heard beginning September Smith Atkins, Mayor-elect gilves
at Cayce started on September 4 and Edwards.
Tuesday forenoon—
cent
O'Brien, who piloted the uished Guests Committee in
fl4 in Hickman, Justine Atteberry a warm hand-shake to Governor
with services each evening at
All business was
extending an invitation to the
practically
twin
-motor
ed
Cessna,
You're only as old as you feel suspended, stores emptie
which President
clerk of the circuit cciurt an- Clements as he arrived in the
7:45 p.m. The revival will last
city brought the Govern
d of both
as veil as to the
dept:
or and his
nounced today.
A. L. Drerup, president of sales forces and custom
through September 18 with the
ers, work
tO attend the Falr, Governor Party from Frankt
First District's beltMed Alben
ort.
White, defeated by 54
pastor, Rev. C. E. Jones doing the Bay-Bee shoe company at halted on the court house and
..tekley.
''.'otes
At the Fair on
President Truman
the preaching. Rev. Jones invites Dresden, jumped aStrlde -a 3- creation of traffic jams all a- the August 'primaries charge in Clements holds the keys to the
Thursday, acs irwas in attendance at a national
each and everyone to this 01d wheel motor Scooter last week at round the square.
city firmly because he wants
regularites in the voting
compan
Senato
ied
by
r
Wagto
proceconvention of veterans.
fashioned reviVal,
61'ntiin
Nashville
A salesman was peddling thel dure at Madrid Bend, which cisme back to the city again and goner of Mayfield was Hon.
while ...
the Vice-President
••••
Noble J. Gregory, popular Con4.2entrdes for mOdeling women's precinct voted overwhelmingly again. (He's
and back for a 250-mile round ,..
was in Pamighty welcome,
ducah.
for
getting ready to do is
gressman from this district,
Murchison. The encumbent
trip. Return trip was made in wearing
MISSION REVIVAL
Mr too.)
appare.:--4111
:
1 ManY
little highly interes
6 hours. The surprised Dresden the
STARTS SUNDAY
ting visiting
WELCOME GOVERNOR CLEMENTS TO
town's old-timers were ob- MUrchison, counter-charged irin
St.
Lous.
FULTON
The Vice-President
A revival will begin on Sep- Enterprise remarked in awe that served cleansing
regularities at other C.ounty preeye
glasses
sent
,
his
regrets
as did the
tember 11 at the State Line Mis- "he's no youngster, there are while others crowded
.
ftsm
for close- cinic
President, both of which were
sion with services each evening nWnerous white hairs all over up view Two of the figures
r. White is successful in
were
accept
ed
with
regrets.
At 7:30 p.m. Rev. H. A. Douglas his cranium" to add to the amaze- standing upright, while in the throwing out the Madrid Bend
of Mlan, Tenn. will do the preach. ment of it all.
GOVerilOr Clements and
rear of the trailer two v..ere box it v,,ould put him in the lead
his
ing and Rev Earl Baird of Cayce,
party drove to Pillion from
seated. They looked so perfectly in the commissioner's race.
MaySidelights of the sideshows: natural that
The hearing will be held bethe pastor, 'invites the public to
field after having landed on
Tom Covington,
the
The Denton carnival pulled out Dick Brooks
attend each service.
new airport there; a signal
, Ferrin Riggs, J. C. fore Judge Elvis Stahr.
disg•tif town last weekend but not Vaugha
tinction for that airport since
n. James Glasgow and
before a few extra attractions Robt. Jeter
BARBARA HOMRA
the Governor and his party were
all greeted them —
were thrown in: (1) An operator "Good mornin
OFF TO SCHOOL;
in the first plane to land on
g, lady!"
that
of
a
gambli
ng
conces
FAREWEIll c .'"'"'w1S1
sion jumped
field. The party was met at
the
the
fence
with
table proceeds,
Coca-Cola plant by: Bob White,
.. -Ind Mrs. F.
In some parts of the world
A. Homra entertained with a jumped into a car with a lady they swim the English Channel
chairman of the Fulton Horse
coke party Wednesday night at driver, jumped back out as the to stir up excitement; around
Show committee; Smith Atkins
,
Gr4eting Governor Clements as he arrive
the home of Mrs. Fred Homra on screaming started, hired a cab Fulton just keep your eyes open
d in Fulton to attend the president of the West KentuckyFair on Saturday afternoon are: Left to
Norman street, complimenting to haul him to Hickman, started and hang on to your chair.
Tennes
see
right, Smith Atkins, presiFair Ass'n.; Janaes
K. P. Dalton, president of the
dent of the West Ky.-Tenn. Fair; Mrs. Paul
Miss Barbara Homra who is
Fulton
Westpheling, Chairman Warren, Commander
Baseball
of the
Association, of the Distinguishe
d
Guests
Americ
lagving Monday night for Linan
Commit
Legion and official
tee; Governor Clements;
stated today that he will recMrs. representative
Charles Gregory and Bob White,
denwood College in St. Charles
of the City of
ommend the continuance of the
chairman of the Fulton Horse
Fulton as designated by Mayne
Mo.
current working agreement with Show Committee.
(Photo: Denny's Studio) Boaz;
Refreshments of dainty sandR.
E.
Sanfor
d, manager of
the Chattanooga (Tenn.) Lookthe Coca-Cola plant; Mr.
wiches, canapes and other deouts, and'the Washington Senaand
What Drastic Blow Will Hit Papa's
Mrs. Charles Gregory, friend
licacies were served buffet style
s of
Purse
tors, for the 195(Lseason.
Fulton County lost one of its knew she
from a beauttfully decorated dinGoverneg Clements and Mr
had taught them the
This Year? Junior Woman's Club
and
most beloved citizens last Sun- proper
A neW contractith the LookMrs. Paul Westpheling. publio
ways to live.
ing table overlaid with a lace
bShe planned_ her funeral serv- outs has been received, and repers 431 the Fulton County News.
cloth and centered with an ar- day- when Mrs. Martha Moultrie
Cook
ing
Up
Fashi
ons To 1011
Mrs. Westpheling was chairm
rangement of Fall flowers and Hornbeak passed away quietly at ices in the strict belief of her resents an increase in the terms
an
As the Fall season approaches said
her home on Carr street. Meet- faith. She cared
candles.
that this year the bridge of the DiStinguished Guests Comnot for the eu- over the past year. The Board and
a woman's fancy turns to party,
mittee. Foad Homra, Genera
Games of bridge, bingo were ing death with the humility and logies at the grave. She wanted of Directors of the local Associausually held in connec
l
clothes
, while the male contigent with
tion Chairman of the
enjoyed during the evening with peace with which she lived, this to be buriedige sincerity in .tion meet tonight (Friday) to
the show, would be
Fair was unable
,
seeks
disconwonder
a
fox-hole, members of tinued
ful woman of 90 years which she
to be in the reception party.
MisseS Shirley Houston and Mf.rso that nearly two
without the near a report on this year s fi- the
Junior Woman's Club are a- of
hours
tha Sisson winning the prizes. possessed the traits that come "forced niceties, she woultg say. nances (good, stated Dalton) and
fashions and other
Switched from the car in which
Mrs. Hornbeak was born Feb- to take up business for the corn- gain making plans for its annual ment could be enjoyeentertain- he drove to
The honoree was also presented with a retiring character. Stif
d by the
Fulton to a convertfashion show. Mrs. Morgan Omar,
lived for her children and her ruary 16, 1859
with a gift.
patrons.
at Hornbeak, Ten- ing year.
able, Governor Clements
general chairman of the event
was
The guest list included Misses home. Even in the last few days nessee, the daughter of John
Eight firms with 45
Dalton stated that he will ask
models whisked to the Fairgrounds after
Houston. Sisson, Jo Hall, Caro- before her death she talked of , Logan
will be represente(.1-in the
and
Harriet
Watson the Chattanooga club to name
a tour down Lake street.
show.
her
housek
eeping
Seated
and
her can- , Moultrie. She was married to the Fulton manage
lyn Rudd, Norma Phillips, F.mWith the drastic change
r for 1950, so
s being in the center of the box seats he
ma Ruth Cavender, June Coplen ning and most of all she loved to James Lawson Hornbeak on No- if they desire any change
made in milady's wardrobe,
,
they
the rared back in his chair and took
sit
among
her
cheris
hed
possess
- vernber 11, 1875. To this union may so indicat
and the honoree.
event this year will be even
e.
more in the fair with full enjoyment
ions and enjoy the Bible, of seven childre
n were born, five
interesting than in the past.
His enjoyment was intensi
Pitchers Grossman, (with 18
which she was an avid reader. I of whom surviv
fied
CHURCH PICNIC
Suitable script for the occas- with welcome
e. Her husband wins),
interruptions from
and Bohna, Bishop, ColShe was a member of the Ful- preceded her in
ENJOYED SUNDAY
ion is being preparcd by
death Septemhis
hundre
ds
of friends
Mrs.
lins, Bickering, and Conovan will
ton Methodist Church for fifty , ber 1, 1909.
whe
IN WATER VALLEY
Edward Benedict
came to wish him an added
welA Sunday School group from years. In her later years she was ; She united with the Methodist be returned next year, along
Mrs. Hendon Wright, popular come to the Fair.
Mr. and Mrs. Rice M. Spence, young
Peterson, Waldro
Missouri came to the home of unable to attend services, but , Church early in life and she with
(22
matron will act as mistress
Mr. and Mrs. Issac Watts in Wat- preferred to stay at the home held her membership in the First homers in a half-season).P Tobe Route 4,Fulto n have been advis- of ceremonies for the occasio
n.
ed
by the Department of the
and
Tex
Methodist Church of Fulton, for .Fisher
Brown
er Valley for a picnic September she loved to read and relax.
,
and
Names
perof the .models, firms ena
Being widowed when her chil- fifty years.
n ps several others, Dalton Army this week that the remains tering fashions
11.
and ticket sellers
The funeral was at 2:30 Tues- stated. Outfielder Fraser has of their son, 2nd Lt. Lane E. will be announced at a
There were three ministers and dren were growing into young
later date.
three quartettes in the group. womanhood and manhood, she day afternoon in the chapel of been recalled by the Emporia Spence, are to be returned to the
for
burial
in
the
Rev. Paul Prissen could not at- was mother and father to them. the Hornbeak Funeral Home, (Va.) club, and Catcher Coker States
School opens Monday in
Barracks
FulNational
tend because of illness in his It was with the strength of the conducted by her pastor, Rev. has been recalled by the Concord Jefferson
ton.
home. They enjoyed prayer serv- ruling matriarh that she discip- C. E. Hawkins. Burial was at (N.C.) club. Several others will Cemetery in the near future.
Mr.
and Mrs. C. A. Stephens
Students will trek back to
Lt. Spence, B-26 pilot, was shot
their
ice, singing and Bible reading by lined her children when they Hornbeak, Tenn.
probably be sold, he stated.
down over Achern, Germany on and Mr. and Mrs. Daviri Sund- classes next Monday, Sept. 12,
were in difficulty with their
Surviving are three daughters,
Rev. Lester Hislip.
Although the 1949 agreement
wick
and
when
Marda spent Sunday
all
Decem
Fulton
ber
playma
23,
1944
tes.
and
school
She
six
punish
s
of
the
ed
her
resume
Mrs. Stella Yates and Mrs. Eliz- with Chattanooga called
Those who attended were: Mr.
classes for the 1949-50
for crew of seven perished. The De- with relatives in Memphis.
and Mrs. Dillen and family, Mr. children and forgave the offend- abeth Milner of Fulton, Mrs. their selection of several player
Mrs. Verna DeMyer spent the cording to an announ year, acs partment of the Army has aders,
becaus
e
explai
she
cement
ned
she
Farrar
by
and Mrs. Sammie Prather, Mr
Bushart of Hornbeak, from the local club, they have
in- vised Mr. and Mrs. Spence that weekend with her daughter, Mrs. Superintendent
Holland
and two sons, Paul and Alf dicated that they will make
this
a4td Mrs. Banks, Mr. and Mrs.
no individual identification of each Harry Jonakin and family in week.
Hornbeak of Fulton. Five grand selections, leaving the teams
Charles Melton and Mr. and Mrs.
in- member has been mpossible to Memphis.
An assembly at 9: a.m.
sons and four great grandchil- tact for a 1950 pennant
Sam Dillen of Clinton. A. very
will
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Hyland, come first,
winner, establish, hence all are now inat which students
children survive.
nice time was reported.
Dalton said.
terred in a group burial at the Johnny, Jean and Bobby- are vis- will be given general
instruc
The "good financial shape" of
tions
U. S. Military Cemetery at St. iting in Birmingham, Ala., John- and will be followed by
a meetMRS, LUTHER
the club results from an increase
Woodwards Moving
Avoid, France, and are to be re- ny will enter St. Barnards Col- ing in the home rooms
for issuHONORS BRIDGE
of 7,324 in attendance in 1949
lege
Septem
ber
7
turned
in
ing
Cullma
"At
for
re-buri
of
the
a
n,
presen
al
in the same
t rate of ex- Here From Missouri
schedule of classes.
CLUB WEDNESDAY
over 1948. This year 29,942 adults
Ala.
manner.
penditure, the Kentucky Chapter
After book lists are given
Mrs. Monroe Luther was hostout
Being welcomed to the busi- apd 3,121 children paid admisThe
in
Mr.
Jeffers
of
the
and
the
Nation
on
Barrac
Mrs.
home
al
Founda
Bauco
Nation
ks
tion for ness
m Tegethrooms, students will
ess to her Wednesday afternoon
and social life of Fulton is sions, against 24,278 adulats and al Cemetery at St. Louis
off
be
of
Infanti
Carbon
le
dismis
Paraly
dale,
sis
sed
has
is
one
enough
for the day about
were the
bridge club at her home on Ce2,461 children last. This increa3e
of the Nation's shrines for heroes weekend guests of her mother, 11: or 11:30 a.m. Mr.
money to take care of polio vic- Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Woodward
Holland adis despite the fact that Fulton
dar street.
whose individual identity cannot Mrs. B. J. Williams in Fair vised the News.
tims for only about four more who are moving here from KenTwo tables of members enproduced a 6th-place club this
be established and perpetual Heights.
weeks." Merle Robertson, Louis- nett, Mo. Mr. Woodward is disThe
Tuesday sessions will aLso
joyed games of contract. At the
trict manager for the Morman year, against a 5th-place club care is accorded this
Miss Katherine Homra has re- be half-day
area.
conclusion of the games, Mrs. ville, treasurer of the Kentucky Mfg. Co., a seed producing
last, with road games given a
programs. On WedcomLt. Spence was the only child turned to her home in Louisville nesday the
Chapte
declar
r
ed
this
week.
cafeteria will open for
James Warren was awarded the
highly-touted radio broadcast all of
Mr. and Mrs. Spence. He en- after a weekend visit with her the first full day
Robertson said the Chapter's pany, and will be stationed here. last
of school.
high score prize.
season.
The Woodwards have two chilli4ed when he was 18, as a stu- parents, Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra.
balance as of August 31 was $0,OnMonda y and Tuesday,
Increased attendance produced deRt
The hostess served a salad plate
dren, a girl of six and a boy of
stuMr. and Mrs. R. P. Witty of dents with
of the University of Ken884.20
with
incurr
ed
expens
es
schedu
le diffi-ulties
to Mesdames Warren, Alex Lefour. They are members of the an increase in concession receipts tucky, And was 20 at the
Birmingham, Ala., were the week will be asked
exceeding this amount.
time
to
neave, Robert Burrow, Grady
in
1949, with the club netting a- ofiiis
report ta the
Church of Christ. Confronting
end guests of their mothers, Mrs. principal to get
death.
them stra'-htenVarden, Robert Graham, Frank
Robertson said a total of 514 the new arrivals is the finding round $2300 from this source.
He was a graduate of the Ful- Effie Witty and Mrs. B. J. Wil- ed out Mr.
Hollan
d
Wiggins, and E. L. Cooke.
advised.
persons had received treatment- of a suitable place to live. Perton High School, an honor stu- liams.
The
aid from the Kentucky Chap•er sons knowing of a house or large Cayce Senior Class
deht, and captain of the basketMrs. J. H. Patterson, Jr., Don- ment book store in the baseof
ATTEND BUFFET
the
Fulton
since January I of this year. This apartment near the school may
High School
ball team for two years.
na Gale, Miss Flora Oliver and will
be open Monday aftern
SUPPER SUNDAY
includes persons stricken this contact Brother Stovall, pastor of Elects New Officers
oon
Mrs. Foster Edwards spent Sun- from
1: to 5:30 p.m. for grades
IN PADUCAH
year and those receiving continu- the Church of Christ.
day in Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Senior class of Cayce Meeks Is Speaker
1 to 4; and will be open
Mr. and Mrs. George Moore ing treatment since 1942. Of the
all day
Mrs. Ruth Puckett and Ray- Tuesda
High School held a class meeting
y for grades 5 to 12.
and Mrs. John Price attended a total, 144 were stricken in 1948,
At Walnut Grove
mond left Monday for their
Methodist Sunday School and elected its class officer
Today (Friday) a faculty
s for
buffet slipper Sunday night in 220 were stricken during
meethome in Detroit, accompanied by ing
the
the 1949 and
semesters. The
is called
Paducah at the home of J. C. years since 1942. Of the more To Have Gues
Members of the Walnut Grove Mrs. Puckett
t Speaker class officers1950
's" daughter who hail High school for 9: a.m. at the
are as follows. Methodist Church invites
Williams, Grand Worthy Patron than 300 cases reported so far
buildin
g
for
the
the
genbeen visiting her grandparents, eral
Attorney Charles A. Williams James Brawner, president; Kenoutline of the year, which
public to be present at 10:00 a.m. Mr. and
of the Order of Eastern Star.
this year, a major portion have of Paducah,
Mrs. Isaac Watts in Wat- will be
formerly of Fulton, neth McClannahan, vice-presi- Sunda
given
Septem
y
by
The suPPer was given for the received Chapter assistance.
ber
Ilth,
Superi
to
ntende
hear
nt
er
Valley.
will be the guest speaker Sun- dent; Marie Brawner, secreta
Holland; the faculty will organry Paul Meeks, president of U. 'L.
Worthy Matrons and Worthy
In commenting on NFIP Presi- day morning
Miss Margaret Nell Brady left ize a
9:45
at
a.m.
and
for
the
treasur
er:
Pete
Burns,
re- Junior College, Maqin, speak to Monda
teachers group and elect ofPatrons of 0.E.S. in this district. dent Basil O'Connor's statement Morma
y for Benton, Ill., v..liere ficers.
n B. Daniels Bible Class porter and Jimmy Gilbert, sarThis afternoon meetings
the Adult Sunday Talool Class- she will
that an emergency fund-raising at the First Method
teach physical education will be
Church
ist
arms.
gent
at
held in their respective
RUMMAGE SALE SATURiAY drive will be necessary, Robertes.
in
the
high
here.
school there.
The Senior class also voted abuildings to take up problems.
Rev. Thomas Y. Smithmier,
The One and All Club of Ful- son pointed out that Kentucky
Mr.
and
Mrs.
All members are urged to be gainst having an annual this pastor,
Billy Whitnel
This year's faculty members
announces the revival and family
ton is having a rummage sale on was one of 38 states in which the present and visitor
of Memphis
s are invited year.
were appear elsewhere in today's
meeting begins Sunday night at weeken
Saturday September 10 begin- funds have been exhausted. He
papd guests her paren's and er.
to come and hear Mr. Williams. I
7:45 p.m. with Rev. J. F. McMinn, other
ning at 8 o'clock and lasting said Kentucky could not look to
relatives in Fulton.
Miss Mozelle Khourie spent visiting minister.
throughout the entire day. The the National Foundation for
Services will
Mr. and Mrs Clifford Shields, Mrs.
help
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Greengrass Sunday with her sister, Mrs. continue
Sallie Dawes Cavender of
throughout the entire Dorothea
sale will be located at Batts because their epidemic aid fund and daught
and Melinda spent Sun- Memphis arrived
er spent Monday at Fred Khourie and family in Cai- week wth aftern
in Fulton WedHardware store.
oon
service
s at day with her parents, Mr.
has also beep depleted.
Kentucky Lake.
ro. Ill.
and nesday to visit Mr. and Mrs.
2:30 p.m. and 7:45 p.m.
E. P.
Mrs. W: D. Warren in Paducah.
Dawes and other relatives.

ELECTION HEARING
NEXT WEDNESDAY

LOOKOUTS' TIE-UP
WITH RAILROADERS
REQUESTED AGAIN

SERVICES FOR BELOVED MRS. HORNBEAK
HELD ON SUNDAY; BURIAL AT HORNBEAK

1

LANE SPENCE WILL
BE RETURNED TO ST.
LOUIS FOR BURIAL

PERSONALS

•••-

POLIO MONEY LOW;
NEW DRIVE NEEDED

SCHOOLS HERE OPEN
MONDAY AT 9: A. M.

THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Post Office Box 485

school examination by your. physician is a
good idea, even though your child has had
the benefit of regular visits since his birth.
Particular attention should be given to eyes
and ears; the brightest child is unable to
progress properly in school if he cannot see
or hear what is taking place in the classroom. A well balanced diet is most important
at this time when new experiences are making new demands on the child's body.
Remember, too, that one examination before entrance to kindergarten or first grade
will not last the child through his high school
graduation. A good practice is to have every
school-age child in the family examined by

Fulton, Kentucky

R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHEL1NG
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Pre= Association
Subscription Rates $2 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Tenn.; Elsewhere
Thruout the United States, $2.50 per year.
Entered as second class matter June 28, 1933 •
at the post office at Fulton. Kentucky, under
the postal act of March, 1879.
Published Every Friday Of The Year
There is .
nothing that keeps the heart
young like sympathy, like giving oneself
with enthusiasm to some worthy thing or
cause.—Anonymous.

Come Again, Governor Clements!
it is with a feeling of deep appreciation
and gratitude that we thank Governor Earle
Clements for his attendance at the Fair on
Saturday. Mastro Foad Homra and the men
and women who worked with him left no
stone unturned to make the fair a great success. The visit of the Governor added just the
finishing touch to round out a very complete
celebration.

The Governor was indeed sorry that he
was not able to view the live stock exhibits.
He said that Fulton County ranks among the
finest in the Nation for the production of pure
breed cattle. and being a cattle-breeder himself (short-horn variety) he wanted to see
for himself the products for which we are
gaining fame.
With that in mind we just said: "Governor, right now plans are being made for a
higger and better fair next year. Just consider
his your official invitation for 1950."
Thank you for coming, Governor Clem,•nts. We were glad to have with us your en, ourage composed of Senator Charles Wag• oner, our own Bill Curtin and Adron Doran
.•nd Vincent O'Brien who piloted you safely
Mayfield via the airways.

A Word To Parents
In

cases hereabouts, school is about
to start; in some. it has already started.
To the perennial ,and important word of
caution to drivers to Le c: reful of the youngsters in the streets on school mornings and.
afternoons, we would like
submit another
—to the parents of these children.
MOSI

"It is your duty, as their parents." says
Dr. Bruce Underwood, State Health Commissioner, "to see to it that these children
enter this phase of their lives as well equipped, physically, as possible."
Smallpox vaccinations are required by
law for school entrance, but has your
child also been iMmunized against diphtheria,
typhoid, whooping cough and tetanus? A
pre-

Smaller families and increa?..ed conveniences have taken some of the drudgery out
of the farm home and eased life for the mother and wife, was another observation of this
sociologist. Fifty years ago he said the woman
of the house had so much work to do she
didn't have time to leave home. But today
the situation is different and many farm
women belong to homemakers clubs and
ether organizations and take a;:tive interest
in community affairs.
These changes mean to seine extent the
end of patriarchal rule of husband and father in the family, Dr. Bauder admitted, but
at the same time they make for greater
democracy in family life, which he considered good for everybody concerned.
-0--

Pardon Us, Suh!
We could not help wonder at-the Mississippi publisher, who, in his paper last week,
lamented that "we (Dixiecrats) have been
unce.rcrnoniously thrown out of the political
party that the South has c:aimed so positively for more than 80 ye.ars."

i t.
Blind leadership often has its faults.

Tidbits of Kentucky Folk-Lore
Nothing is so obvious to a folklorist as
the obtuseness of the fold in certain fields of
observation. Within bounds there is a remarkable sort of observation, but beyond
that all is blank. It iS very appealing to me,
personaily, to finci some very typical person
who has transcended the usual experiences
of his class and has seen and heard what
are normally in another world to many
of his
kind. Not long ago I found such a person, a
roan who has been pretty limited in his
experience, whose formal education stopped
almost as soon as it began, 'but whose remarkable powers of observation rank him
with many of the better-trained
ones. His
range seems to an outsider just about
as
narrow as that of his average neighbor,
but
there is something almost startling
in his.
freshr.
of mind.
Many times I have remarked about the
blindness of the average man to the forms
and flights of birds. When I was asked
by
gneat ornithologist who is also a great
philologist for a list of .folk names for birds, I
was struek with the shortness of any
list I
could make. I have known always a few folk
names that I like arrd had supposed until
I
went through the complete list of birds
found
in Kenexky that there must be a
long array
of strange names. In reality, I
could recall
only a' • ut twenty such names. I
soon discovered why. All woodp7e4rer.4 are
ji.n.t Peckerwoo,
' all small brown birds at.:e
Sparrows,
all goo sized hawks are Chicken
Hawks or,
maybe, Rabbit Hawks. Warblers.
except the

HOB JONES UNIVERSITY

"Er, Parkins, I'm making you head janitor at one of
our branch banks!"

From The Files:

loo/toti#.9 Back (74e Clack
September 13, 1929:

the evening train, was dis:mntinued Sunday. Loss of revenue to
On September 18 the Browder
automobiles and buses was giv• Milling Company will open its
en as the reason for th..:.• discon•
doors to visitors and show them
tinuance.
through the
newly-completed
Work on hard surfacing the
unit of its mixed feed departhighway from Paducah thru
ment. The new 3-story building
•Mayfield and to Fulton is now
has been -completed and equipalmost completed; a survey of
ped with modern machinery for
the Union City road and the
manufacturing mixed feeds and
Cayce-Jordan road will I3e made
it is a pleasing sight to see (h.?
this year.
plant in full.operation. The busiThe South Fulton school; on.
'ness was established in Fulton
ened Monday morning with an
by Mesrs. Enoch and Joe Brovidenrollment of 240
elementary
er twenty years ago.
students and 96 high school stuOn Sunday afternoon. at the
dents. A new building. acco:nhome of her parents of West
modating the first and second
street, Miss Frances Sopha Moss
grades Supt. H. W. Moss stated.
was united in marriage to Mr.
Now showing at W. Levi ChisClyde Howard Smith of Martin,
holm's Orpheum Theatre: "The
Tenn. Miss Mary Louise Smith
Man In Hobbles" — "the heart
was the bride's only attentiant,
throb drama of a man who fell
and Mr. James Warren arted as
in love with a girl and married
best man. The ceremony was proher whole faimily." ''Being the
nounced by Rev. H. B. Vaught of
answer to why husbands leave
the First Methodist Caurch.
home, why men prefer orphans,
An 80-story skyscraper, to be
and why home ties are knots."
called the Empire StaTe Building.
Those listening over the radio
is to be built in New York C:ty, Sunday afternoon were pleased
Al Smith, construction company
'rran.
to hear the Rev. C. It
head, announced today.
Pastor of the Fulton First 13:4.)- •
Hickman was mourning the
tist Church, deliver nn n'Air
loss of its "pig*ly train" today. at the BYPU convention in
The name is affectionately given
ion City„ broadcast over \YOBthe morning passenger train on
Every word came in deli!.
the N.C.&St.L., which, along with
distinct.

Ewing Galloway:

It seems to us that such talk, suh, has
long since been contradicted by your last
year's barrage of condemnations of the same
party; any "positive claim" last year was to
the effect that you wanted nothing to do with

Yellow, are utterly unknown; the Yellow, and
sometimes the Prothonotary, is a wild canary. Most ducks are just ducks, though the
Mallard is known to a good many people who
c13 not know

one

Sparrow from another.

Blindness to soil or rock formations is
almost equally great. Red soil is just red
soil. but there are certainly some three main
kinds in our state: limestone, Clayey, and
sandy. It has been amusing to See people from
slme other part of the state on short visits
to my area, vAlere the limestone red soil
may be very fertile. I have known many people to snort at the idea that such poor soil
could be worth so much or could be imagined
to produce good crops. Only in the actual
growing season been able to convince them
that red soil has some merits and is neither
the poor old red clay or the infertile red sand

Ke4dotch Got lite Maizcit
If you haven't decided definitely to attend the State Fair at
Louisville, I can assure you that
the exhibit of the Committee for
Kentucky alone will be enough
to.justify the trip.
The exhibitit has the main
srot in front of the main building. The trailer used over the
state by Mr. and Mrs. James W.
Armstrong and Maurice D. Bement, with motion picture lectures
will entertain thousands and
send many home determined to
make their own communities better places to live and work in.
J. Stephan Watkins, president
of the Kentucky Chamber of
Commerce. writes that he wants
me to feel free to "write us any
time giving your views on what
our Chamber should be doing to
make a better Kentucky."
This column certainly will cooperate with Mr. Watkins' organization in everything for the
industrial and commercial development of the State. None of
the Chamber's work should conflict with that of the Committee
for Kentucky, and vice versa.
Isar. Watkins and the Chamber's executive sPeretary, Georgr
Mascott, can help me a lot by

aellent English, actually saying a good.cleareut sentence; to another group the bird chatters in nonsence syllables that rnay not
sound
a: all like anything any of us ever heard.

passing along information about
industrial and commercial progress. If they do, they'll be the
first organization to remember
me when they have news that
should interest readers of the
100 or more newspapers that
print "Kentucky on the March."
send
Two publicity bureaus
weekly newsletters to me, but
both of them are faraway and
their stuff doesn't belong in this
column.

There la one sin greatly condemned in the Bible, which you almost
never hear preached against. It is
the sin of flattery, and how largely
It is practiced these days. Some flatter with no malicious intent. They
desire popularity and want people
to like them. so they cultivate the
habit of saying that which will
please the hearer without regard to
Its truth Or. they have read some
popular book on psychology. which
tells them that the way to make
friends is to flatter, and they put
into practice this advice with never
a thought that they are being dishonest
Others flatter for more malicious
reasons. Politicians have discovered
that the surest way to cause an opponent to make a fool of himself is
to flatter him into doing something
which in an uninflated state of mind
he would have better judgement
than to attempt Others indulge in
flattery to get something from the
object of their flattery. They are
like the fox in the fable who flattered the crow on his beautiful voice.
When the crow, full of vanity. opened his beak to sing. he dropped the
piece of cheese he was holding. and
the fox gobbled it up.

Some people flatter for sheer
cowardice. They lack the courage to
speak the truth. They will say what'
another expects of them rather than
what they know to be so. There
are preachers who are guilty here.
Instead of preaching against the sins
of unregenerate human hearts, they
flatter their hearers with smooth
sounding messages on the greatness
of the human race. Sinners lost and
undone feel no conviction as they
sit under their ministry, but go out
full of a self-satisfaction to continue in their sin. They are trapped
and pinioned in • net of smooth
word& when if they had been told
the truth about themselves and their
own sinful condition and pointed to
the Lord Jesus, they should have
found in truth and in Him who is
the Truth, freedom from the chains
of sin. Truly. "a man that flattereth
his neighbor spreadeth a net for his
feet" (Proverbs 29:51. There Is no
flattering of the AdamIc nature and
of sinners in God's Word. Unregenerate men hate and despise the
Word of God because It tells there
the'truth about themselves. ble•
prefer flattery. but it is only In th4
truth that freedom is found.

—Released hu the Gospel Fellowship Association
el just as it was received, is presented for the inforr?iation of
anyone •(in Ooion or Weakley
counties, we presume) desiring
to sell land. Kindly make any
inquiry to Mr. Parit, and not the
News).
,
.
STADIUM SEATS 35,000

STILL GOING STRONG
A 78-year-old fiddler who won
the Indiana State Championship
in 1925 toda!,• entered the National Fiddle Contest at the Kentucky State Fair set for Friday,
September 16.,

The septuagenarian i• Tom
Seating capacity of the Uni- Riley oi Marion, Ind., who formy lived at Flenungsbnrg, Ky.
versity of Kentucky stadium has
iley's entry in the National Fidbeen increased to 35.500 this
dle Contest is sponsored by a
year.
Marion radio station.

tiV

We Handle
Only
Depend.tble,
Good Q ua I ity
FULTIO°N9 CHURCH ST.
PHONE 183

_

TAYLOR'S

_

CUSTOM SEED CLEANING
We h,,ve two of the largest and most modern
Clipper cleaners available.
- --EXPERIENCED OPERATOR
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS

AUSTIN & AUSTIN, CAYCE. KY.
W. P. Austin
Day Phone: Cayce 17

C. R7 Austin

O. W. Austin
Night Phone: Fulton. 1225-J-1

Located North of Highway 94 iOn the G.51.840. Tracks)

When It's Time To Eat
k's Time To Refresh
•

Incidentally, now is the best
time of the year for farmers to
sow bluegrass seed on sod. Fall
rains give the grass a start while
other grasses are drying up,
whereas in the ---spring young
bluegrass has Er tough time bucking rapidly groavning established

grasses.
in the western half of the
state, 1949 has seen more land
sown to grass than in any preyvious year. More farmers are
reali/ing that a cow sustained
mainly on grass and producing a
400-pound calf at weaning time
makes more clear profit
than
anything else farmers in Kentucky take to market;
It is likely the cattle show at
the State Fair will be the best
in many years.

Letters To The Editors

of other areas.
Sounds are equally disturbing. I have often
wished that I had kept a list of human versions of animal sounds that I have heard.
I am sure that the animals themselves
would
not recognize the sounds as anything
they
had ever heard. On many occasions
I have
heard very amateur bird students
almost
break diplomatic relations with each
other
because of differences in wording what
the
bird says. One group the bird speaks very
ex-

Frith

Mr
1.41. Sit.rtNT

Dr. Ward Bauder, University of Kentucky rural sociologist, recently made some
observations on the way things are going
with farm families.

Because of automobiles and good roads
and movies and other outside attractions,
families spend less time in the home. Members are more likely to get out and go places
than to join in the family chcle. At that, farm
families stay closer together than do members of city families, Dr. Bauder said.

T THE

WEE

Farm Family Life Changes

In the first place, he notes that farm
families- are smaller than they used to be.
There are only about half as many children
in farm families as there were 150 years ago
and about two-thirds as many as there were
50 years ago.

_A LOO

by McFeattars

your physician before the end of his summer
vacation. If the doctor discovers any physical
defect, no matter how trivial it may seem to
you, have it corrected at once. It may be
affecting your child's performance in school,
his general health and happiness.

Friday, September 9, 1949

Governor Clements likes Fulton. He
thinks our city "Strictly on the ball" and has
seen it grow from a little community of less
than four thousand to the fine little city that
it is now. He thinks that such things as the
five-day fair celebration are good and wholesome for community growth. an opinion with
which We heartily concur.

STR CTLY BUSINESS

Colorado
Aug. 31, 1949
Hello Paul,
How's the news business? I
have been missing my paper but
I get a few that people send me:
you're still doing a good job.
Here is a little item from the
Denver Post (Picture of Milton
Calliham having siame fun at the
Legion convention in Cincinnati
. . now on display at Smith's
Cafe .. . ed).
Tell Milton and all his Legion
buddies hello for me; I see he is
still full of fun.
L. E. (Barney) Fn7Cil

September 1, 1949
Fulton County News:
My Friend,
Does you all know who ovim
the land south of Fulton, Ky.,
railroad?
Would you do me a favor; ask
the men and women would they
sell me and my friends some
acres to build on this fall or
winter, and write back and tell
about the business.
Ask them will they sell me two
acres and give two years time to
pay all the balance. I will try to
do my best to please you.
M. C. PARIT,
Bax 77. Gates. Tenn.
.Ecl's note: The above. reprint-

Ask for it either way ...
traa'e-marks mean the Jame
BOrTLE0 UNDER Au

COCA-COAA COMPANY IY

FITTON COr..*. '.01.A
BOTTLING CO., INC.
I9A9, Theo Coco-Cola
CompAAY
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WEST STATE LINE
Mrs. Edgar Grissom, Cor.
A good attendance was at the
mid-week prayer service at the
State Line Mission on Thursday
evening. Rev. Earl Baird was in
charge.
P. F. King and Raymond Sutton were in Memphis on business
Tuesday.
Edna Virginia Hicks, who is ill,
has been absent from school this
week.
Rev. and Mrs. Earl Baird of
Cayce spent Sunday with Mrs.
Noah CovMgton Sunday after
attending church at the Mission.
Mrs. Raymond
Sutton
and
children spent Tuesday afternoon
with Mrs. Edell Hicks and Edna
Virginia.
Several from this community
attended the fair in Fulton and
reported a very nice fair and a
good time.
Mr. Frank Edington, is *tilering from a very bad hand caused
by a calf biting it while trying to
get it away from the
mother
while milking.
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
spent
Wednesday with Mrs.
Vance
Hicks housing tobacco. It was
Mr. Hicks' forty-eighth birthday
and we wish him many more as
nice as this one.
Mr. and Mrs. If. K. Vick of
Ripley, Tenn., spent Saturday
night with her father and family, hlr. and Mrs. Charlie Phillips
and sons.
Mrs. Earl Boaz and Shirley
spent Tuesday afternoon with
Mrs. Thelma Grissom.
A revival will begin at Cayce
As.sembly of God Church on September 4 with their new pastor,
Rev. C. E. Jones, doing the
preaching each evening at 7:45
p.m. The revival will last through
September 18 and the pastor invites each and everyone to come
and worship with them.
Wallace Edward Pugh spent
Saturday night with Willis Hicks.
Georgia May Edington has returned home after staying for
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Future Reference for Parents

PROSIT IN BAVARIA

Directory of the Fulton City Schools
FULTON, KENTUCKY
1949-1931)
BOARD OF EDUCATION
W. W. Evans, Chr.
M. F. McDade
Frank Beadles
E. J. McCollum
Joe Hall
13. J. Pigue, Sec.
W. L. Holland, Supt.
hIrs. Martin Nall, Att. Officer

TEL. NO
95
287
1
1026-W
911-J
681
129
599

HIGH SCHOOL
Jaco, Hubert—Prin.—Math.
Bush, Mrs. E. A.—Home Economics
Haws, Mrs. M. W. (Lois) Languages
Hill, Mrs. Clyde—English—Library
Hogg, Bill—Coach—Physical Education
Martin, Mary F.—Social Science
Mobley, Lois—Commerce
Phipps, Guy—Man. Arts.—Asst. Coach
Royster, Mary—English
Whayne, Mrs. Trevor—Science—Math.

629
587-M
307
462
47
1025
1238
599
213
128I-R
379
1140

TERRY NORMAN
Fleming, Mrs. Jessie L.—Prin. Gr 5-6
Allen, Mary Z.-4th Grade
Cothran, Mrs. Marshall—Gr. 2-3
Sebastian, Mrs. Louise—Gr. 1-2

430
122
629
430

MILTON
Tucker, Mrs. A. Z.—Prin. Gr. 7-8
Hart, Ella Mae—Grades 4-5-6
Jackson, Mrs. Hugh—Primary Gr. 1-2-3
the past few months in
with Mrs. Harry Pugh
been quite ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
spent a while Sunday
with Mr. and
Mrs.
Smiley of Riceville.

54
8594
1292-W

Mayfield Labor Day with his daughter,
who has Mrs. MarY- Vick and Mr. Vick
of Ripley', Tenn.
Grissom
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
morritig Edna attended church at the AsVanford sembly of God Church in Cayce
Sunday morning.

Rev. C. E. Jones and daughter
of Cayce attended church at the
Mission Saturday evening.
Rev. and bars. Earl Baird, Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Moore and Mrs.
Jacie Hicks were Sunday visitors
of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom
after attending church at the Mission.
Albert Moore spent Sunday afternoon with the Sutton children.
Mr. Charlie Phillips •spent

Jimmie and Tommie Jackson
of Clinton spent the weekend
with their mother Mrs. Bill Covington and Mr. Covington.
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Grissom,
Mrs. Charlie Phillips and Robert attended church at Cayce
Sunday morning.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutton
and children will leave for St.
Louis on Tuesday for a visit with
relatives.

with Mr. and Mrs Pressie hToore
PILOT OAIC
Mrs. Herchel Elliott
pmga
Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cor.
and family.
Monday with her sister, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Thurmond EuRev. Joe Wilson and Mrs. Wit- Percy Veatch.
banks and daughter have re- son were
Sunday dinner gu?sts
turned to their home in Colum(Continue him. Page me/
bia, Ga., after spending the week of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sam.s.
end with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs Pug Puckett.
Mrs. Emma Grissom has returned home after a week's stay
HOG FATTENI
in the Jones Clinic in Fulton.
SUPPLEMENT
She is improving.'
Mrs. B. G. Lowry attended the
HELPS
Pun
NA
YOU
10
"Style Trend" meeting
which
was held in Paducah Tuesday.
4
t:
01 •
/
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry
and Mr. and Mrs. Burnal Lowry
COST!
spent the weekend in St. Louis
visiting relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Vaughn
and Bill Vaughn of Detroit are
visiting their daughter and sister, Mrs. Jack Olive and family.
FARM AND LABORATORY TESTED, specially
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Raines have
developed Pork Chow helps your grain
returned home after spending
fatten hogs fast.
the surruner with.their daughter,
Mrs. Raymond Walston,
Mrs.
MARKET HOGS EARLY... many market 200
Wade Hart and family in Branlb. hogs in 6 mos. Early market is usually
don, Miss., Mr. Raines is slowly
a high market.
improving after falling in NoPRICED RIGHT. made and priced to help you
vember and breaking his hip.
produce pork profitably.
Miss Adele and Estelle Meddlin, Don, and Mr. and Mrs. Jr.
COME IN and let us figure an economical
Meddlin of Ferriday, La., are visPork Chow and grain ration for you.
iting relatives here art in. Wingo.
4111i
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Mount of
YOUR STORE WITH THE CHECKERBOARD SIGN
Dukedom spent Sunday afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. Orby
Bushart.
James Doyle Finley is visiting
his parents Mr. and Mrs. Emmett Finley.
John Yates, Jack Olive and Orby Bushart were in Memphis
Friday on business.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry had
— See Us For —
as their supper guests, Friday
evening, Rev. Alonzo Williams,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates, Mr.
Ky. 31 Fescue, certified and uncertified; Ladino
and Mrs. Roscoe Williams and
Mr. and Mrs. John Yates.
clover, certified and uncertified;

NEW

PORK 0,

The Vatted States Navy has a way
1385-J of turning qp in the least expected
462 places. Here on leave at Garmisch
1529-NV in the Bavarian Alps, site of the
1936 winter
and in pre1390-J war days oneOlympics
of the most exclusive
63 resorts in Europe, is an American
47 sailor with two Bavarian friends
1281-W performing an ancient ritual on a
mountain top.
278_
(0ffictal N.1. Navy Photograph)
47

CARR INSTITUTE
Cothran, Marshall—Prin.—Band
Allen, Mrs. Leonard-2nd Grade
Alley, Mrs. George-1st GradeBuckingham, Mrs. Gordon—Grades 2-3
Hindman, Lois,—Jr.
Sc.
Cul!Ivan, James—Jr. Hi.—Math.—Coach
Lowe, Lee Ella-5th Grade
Moore, Mrs. Mildred-3rd Grade
Nall, Mrs. Martin-6th Grade
Payne, Mrs. Elizabeth-3rd Grade
Pt rkins, Mrs. Bob--Jr. Hi. English
Snow. Fern-4th Grade
Waggoner, Mrs. Eugene—lst Grade

Page 3

FULTON ROUTE 3
Mrs. Willie Ruth Sills, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Kindred had
as their weekend guests Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Underwood and Mr.
and Mrs. David McCalister anti
sons of Harvey, Ill., and Mr.
John Kindred of Milan, Tenn.
Mrs. Betty Jo Cupples of
Memphis spent the weekend
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Esierett Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins
of Memphis spent the past week
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Yates.
Aunt Mollie Yates' condition
seems to be getting weaker all
the time.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Williams
had as their Sunday guests, Mr.
and Mrs. Conrad Antasick of Detroit, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins of Memphis,' Miss Estell
Jones of Detroit, Mrs. Betty Jo
Cupples of Memphis, Sonnie
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon and Larry and Mr. and Mrs.
Ross Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan,
Mrs. Stella Nanney and Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Cavender visited Mr.
and Mrs. Adair Cannon Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nabors and
family, Mrs. Minnie Croft and
Dinkie spent the weekend in Alton, Ill., with Mr. and Mrs. Hassel Croft and daughter.
Sonnie Jones hts gone to Detroit to attend school this fall.

FATTEN NOGS
41,tpw

FOR YOUR FALL SEEDING:
Red top, orchard
grass, rye grass, red clover, blue grass. _

ROCK SPRINGS

Nettie Lee Copelen, Cor.
Mrs. Ruby Hardison and children and Miss Rachel Hardison
were Tuesday afternoon visitors
of Mrs. Ella Veatch.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
son of Martin spent Sunday and
Sunday night with Mr. and Mrs.
Elmoore Copelen and farnily.
Mrs. Julia Byrd and Mrs. Ophelia Purcell spent Saturday
with Mrs. Hilda Byrd.
Mr. and Mrs. Pressie Moore
and Miss Ina Bellew were Sunday visitors in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Fort Dillon, Gayle
and Carolyn visited Marshal and
Johnnie Moore Sunday afterMiss Adele Homra is visiting noon.
her sister, Miss Katherine HomMr. and Mrs. Chris Jones of
ra in Louisville,,Ky.
Paducah, spent Sunday night

••••

Barley, wheat, winter turf oats, Balboa Rye.
alfalfa, crimson clover.
20% PHOSPHATE AND MIXED FERTILIZERS

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS
409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and

II lit Will IF if
ilf it if WA
131111•1111K1111111ar
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Now Is The Time To Let Us Supply Your

Winter Heating
Needs....

with Siegler 5- 'ay automutic furnace typi.

Before you buy
ony oil heater_
open the door
and look inside!

•

fair-priced
guaranteed

ONLY IN SIEGLER
WILL YOU FIND THE

'V1111111

•

PERIAL

THE HEATER WITH
THE HEAT

wins,

WALLPAPERS

Double the heating
sudace ...double ths
heat forced from
every drop of oil,

MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE
Siegler oil nester
It your
doesn't del,yer more end hob
the floor than
ter heal °VII
size nester
ANY comparable
regardless ol make or P.M.
IkKIL
you get your money

FREE BUILT-IN
SIEGLERMATIC DRAFT

FORCIT
-A/It

FREE— TROPICAL FLOOR HEAT
0 .
.1 COLD ,1009 "Op I
,
1
You get everything you've ever wanted
in an oil heater when you get a Siegler!
You get appearance, compactness, fum
nate-volume full-house heating! It circulates heat off the top ... radiates heat off
sides, front and back! It floods heat,
ankle-high over the floors. And, thanIca
to the new, patented Sieglerrnatic Draft',
... you get constant, unifomi heat!Com.1
pare Siegler with any oil heater ... re.;
gardle.ca of make or pike! It's sturdier
... it's porcelain-finished ... it has the
exclusive"Two-In-One Heatataker—an
extra Tubular heater inside!

away said oat VA seldboul
;41 Mo—a:totting ova!

PORTABLE
OIL
HEATERS
Start At

$11.50

•
AVIN170

411/rOMArte

throunti

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.
208 Lake St.

Phone 1

CIRCULATING
HEATERS
SMALL
OAK HEATERS
$16.95

WARMAIRE
100-Lb. Size

HEATERS

Handsome walnut-color
jacket; heat 4 to 5 rooms. Keep fire for 24 hours;
heat five rooms.
Prices stai t at

$79.50

$46.50

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
Lake Street

Phone 1

•
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•••••••••••••eieles.•••••••• Wiseman left Sunday for Memphis where she will enroll in the
Come Again Folks!
Miller-liawkins S e c r e t a r i a 1
Cheer-up card salesman coidd
School.
The News was glad to have
do a land-office business in
Car Inspector Lee Henry is
of
Mrs. James Inman of Section the many little provinces
hack to work after being in the
they
A and Annabelle Weaver of
tact,
Siegel City. In
Hospital at Paducah, Ky.
I.
Section-T, in the office last
Alice Coleman
,would have to be comic cards
and Mrs. M. M. Matlock
Mr.
44olet
+
4.
ov+++.
week to see the inner workings
to
40++++.+
variety
41******
hilarious
of the
11,
but
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lot MORE fan trips
for a lot LESS money
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In Sanitary Trucks
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You've found the answer If you're looking for a
truck with a master load of power plus record-smashing
economy. That's what you get in Chevrolet trucks with
their Thrift-Master and Load-Master Valve-in-Head engines. These world-famous truck engines develop more
power per gallon of gas and deliver the load at lower
east than any other engines of their size now in use!
Come in and see these Advance-Design trucks todayl

Featuring VALVE-IN-HEAD ENGINES—Greater power per
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Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wingo Ex.

0.W. R.T.
Low Fares:
Washington, D. C..... 12.85 23.15
5.75 10.35
Cincinnati
9.55 I
5.30
Louisville
5.55 10.00
Little Rock
1.20 2.20
Jackson, Tenn.
2.50 4.50
Memphis
tu s Tom Istrol
conrtruent sch•duhrs.
Or Other form

gallon, lower cost per load .DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH—
Smooth engagement • SYNCHRO-MESH TRANSMISSIONS—
Quick, smooth shifting • HYPOID REAR AXLES-5 times
stronger than spiral bevel type • DOUBLE-ARTICULATED
BRAKES—Complete driver control • WIDE-BASE WHEELS—
Increased tire mileage • ADVANCE-DESIGN STYLING—With
the cab that "Breathes" • BALL-TYPE STEERING—Easisr
handling • UNIT-DESIGN BODIES—Precision built.

ADVANCE-DESIGN
TRUCKS

PREFERRED BY MORE USERS THAN THE NEXT TWO MAKES COMBINED!

'
rad or phone,

Union Bus Station
4th and ('arr

Phone 44

MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

4.
1
-"1","1_/

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

GREYHOUND

CITY MOTOR COMPANY
110 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 38

Friday, September 9, 1949.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

September 9, 1949

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7
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Fulton, Kentucky

Carr and Third Sareets

WALTER VOELPEL
PAUL HORNBEAK
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTORS BURIAL ASS'N.

1-

LENNOX

1

OIL AND COAL FURNACES
Furnaces Cleaned and Repaired
Gutters and Downspouts Repaired or Replaced
For Prompt Service Phone 502

Fulton, Ky.

Olive Street

4., N.')
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••
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You Are Cordially Inuited 7'0 Visit

HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
"West Kentucky's Newest and Most Modern"

hopo• Ar•
Mk."... IX.

FINE WINES — LIQUORS — CORDIALS
IMPORTS — SCOTCHES
JAMES LONG

WRAY WARD

HAPPY HOGAN

Located on Church Street
Across From Andrews Jewelry Store
FULTON, KENTUCKY
la•
les•

is-r•
."

•

"'

Curb service
pasted

H SHOP
AI HUNTER, Owner

SEEDS FOR FALL SOWING!
Balboa Rye ... Oats, Barley, Wheat .. Alfalfa
... Rye Grass... Fescue; Crimson, Ladino, Red,
Sweet Clovers; Vetch, Red Top and
Orchard Grass
•
Complete Line Of We Are Equipped To
Clean All Kinds Of

SPRAYS

For Ail Kinds of Vegetables,
Tobacco, etc.

FIELD SEEDS

WE WANT TO BUY YOUR CORN
Highest Market Prices!
We Also

We are now dealers for

HANNA'S PAINTS GRIND AND MU(
and oils, turpentine,
brushes

MILK INDUSTRY IN
RUSSIA FAR BEHIND
SAYS EX-SOVIET

all out admen

mg. Surface lures, on the same
basis, took .36 fish. These test,
were made only on bass.
It was interesting to note, al
that the ratio of under size 1,
t.:.Iten to legal fish was one leg:
to .23 under size for the unclei
water lures and one legal to
t
tor the surface variety of
ficials used .in bait tasting.
What live baits proved m( •
effective? The minnow was
most widely used, but it had to
play second fiddle in the average
catch to the worm and crayfish.
Anglers using worms managed to
outwit 1.21 fish per man-hour
of fishing; crayfish users took
.81 fish per hour and minnow
Aunkers averaged only .25 fish
per hour. Grasshoppers were last
in the parade with .10 average
per hour.
The tabulations above show
that live bait still will outfish
artificials in some waters. Whether this is true in all waters is
debatable. Certainly when fish
are taking artificial lures it
frequently is easier to catch a
larger number than on live bait.
By the same token, live bait often produces the largest fish.

Your Own Feeds As
You Want Them.

SURGE MILKING MACHINES IN STOCK 1
Installed In Four Hours.
METAL ROOFING, ASPHALT SHINGLES

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS
Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
PHONES 60Z-603

IINES—Greater power per
RAGM SPRING CLUTCH—
VlESH TRANSMISSIONS—
D REAR AXLES-5 times
i DOUBLE-ARTICULATED
• WIDE-BASE WHEELS—
F.-DESIGN STYLING—With
.-TYPE STEERING—Essior
—Precision built.

TWO MAKES COMBINED!

8

Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrimp

t

It is next to impossible to bo .
a ghiss of fresh milk in the SoBy JIM MITCHELL
viet Union, says George Agudov,
Regardless of where or when
a Russian displaced person who
you fish, most always there are
was an agricultural engineer and
-favorite' lures that are recoma major in the Soviet Army. Milk
as being the best for a
is sold in State Stores where it mended
particular stream or lake.
is dipped qut of a metal can by
It was with this in mind that
means of a dipper, and refrigerated trucks and railway freight recently I made a study of a
report on the lures that caught
cars are almost unknown.
"When a small milk truck the most fish in an experimental
drives up to the door of . my lake of the Illinois Natural Hishouse in a small American com- tory Survey, a research organimunity and leaves for me cool, zation that devotes sonte time to
fresh milk in a sealed bottle with wildlife problems. The tabulacream floating on top, Major Ag- lations on lures covered five
udov said, "I drink it with great years in this experimental. water and, possibly, reflects a trend
pleasure."
in the productivity of artificials
only
soured
is
pleasure
"The
and live baits.
by memories of when I stood
From a bait casting standpoint,
with a kettle in my hand literally several hours in a queue in the underwater types of plugs
one of the central cities of the and spoons proved the best fish
Soviet Union to get milk for a takers, with a battling average
sick friend. The milk I got in a of .42 fish per map-hour of fishstate milk store came from an old
battered milk can, dipped out "Frauds disclosed by the unit
with a rusty halfliter dipper. I have predominantly
been incarried it home as quickly as I stances of claimants drawing
sour.
would
could fearing that it
benefits while working part"Only a few receiving points time and not reporting earnings
REAL ESTATE and
and some distribution centers in which would have reduced the
large cities pasteurize their milk. amount of unemployment insui-- PUBLIC AUCTIONEER
Delivery of milk to the consumer . ance to which they were enis thus a major problem, a prob- titled, or drawing full-time wag- Office Over City National Bank
lem which cannot be solved in es on another job while claimPhone 61
. ing
unemployment benefita."
the near future.
been
not
has
AND
CITY PROPERTY
drawn
initiative
FARM
"Private
The 13 suits name amounts
allowed to work and there is a illegally ranging from $8 to
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
low average production per cow $205 for a total of more than
with a lack of direct incentive to; $700.
the men and women handling
cows. Lack of effective sanitary
controls, lack of good equipment—milk bottles, refrigerators and pasteurization equipment keep down quality." Pri.
MACHINE OPERATORS
vate ownership is limited to one
or at the most two cows per
Experienced or Inexperienced
family "and even this concession
to the desire for ownership is a
Apply At The Office Of
farce" he says, "as private ownwith
State
the
supply
ers must
a specific percentage of milk
which ranges from 75 to 85 perFulton, Kr.
FourUs Street
cent. State control determines
prices to farmers and consumers
and the quantity each district
must deliver, also punishing
those who fail to fulfill plans."
Major Agudov's article is in an
international issue of the American Milk Review which also carries reports that outside of North
America, Australia, and a few
small European countries fresh,
safe milk of the kind familiar to
everyone in the U.S. is a rare
commodity.
In India milking utensils are
washed in seater used to wash
cattle, the-publication declares
and employees and their families
live over the cattle on platforms
slung from the roof. In China
cows are more valued for their
manure than for .milk. The Hungarian dairy industry was left in
a shambles by the war with its
leaders in communist jails and
in Turkey cows find greater de, mand for their strength as draft
animals.

Cattish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner
Junction West State Line and Unison City 111-essy

CURB SERVICE

L

WE HAVE PLENTY OF
PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES- FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

A. C. Butts announces the purchase of the interest of the late Herbert Vaughan in the firm
of Gordon, Somors antl Vaughan, which will
now be known as

GORDON, SOMORS AND BUTTS
We are now buying

SWEET POTATOES
We also- store your potatoes; all potatoes in
storage fully covered with insurance.
Crates and Hampers available now.
B. K. BOYD, Manager

HELP WANTED

Gordon,Somors & Butts
Walnut Street

Fulton

Phone 1249

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.

1

FRAUD IN CLAIMS
BEING PROSECUTED
illegal
Cracking down on
claims for unemployment insurance benefits, the Division of
Unemployment Insurance, Department of Economic Security,
is instituting criminal .aation 'this
week against 13 claimants whom
the dvision charges have benefits fraudulently drawn.
The suits are being filed in
six counties of the state with
more to come as rapidly as they
can be processed, O. B. Hannan,
unemployment insurance direc•
tor said. All of these cases involve fraud against the State of
Kentucky. Fraud cases against
veterans who illegally draw 5220 beriefits are tried in federal
court, Hannah explained.
Pointing out that the recently
established field investigaticns
unit is intensifying its drive asaid,
Hannah
frau,
gainst

Call
Weather bad? In a big Ii.urry? Too far to walk
downtown and back? A PHONE CALL to
"75" brings our
good foods to your
door! We give
prompt delivery,
choice groceries
and meats,
C44.1.•
N,

SAWYER'S MARKET
234 EAST FOURTH S'I'REET

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

Enter Now!

free car-eerfoe
Beat tk• rush. Get your entry Monk and
lucky wInnetal
ty check now. You son be one of the

ReeekotlaKovGb!

4-door Custom V-8 Ford Sedans,
aqvippod +ebb -Radios, "Magic Ak"
Heaters, Overdrives, and White &dewed! Tires.

/kwf„„/

own)
(No matter what main, of car or truck you
Blank.
Entry
an
and
Insignia.
Safety
Ford
sny
or
us,
see
to
in
ri) Drive
Dealer displaying poster below. (7) Then, in 50 words or less ta
' entry -blank, finish this state.
.
"
(3) Ask for our Free Car-Safety sst
Nr-'' Check. We'll check brake pedal ment: "All cars and trucks should be
reserve,steering linkage, tires, lights, safety checked periodically because."
muffler, horn, springs and shock
midnight,
absorbers, windshield wiper, glass (i) Mail entry before
October 31, to Ford Car-Safety
discoloration, mirror and other safety
#12.4
Box
Headquarters,
Contest
points—all at no cost or obligation to
you! Then we'll give you a Free Chicago 77, Illinois.

**
Only one entry per
(a) Use only official entry tive.
car or truck may be con-

25
goo° as.

General Duty Model F-5, V-8 engine,
stake body, 158-inch wheelbase FORD
Trucks, equipped with Radios ond
"Magic Air" Heaters. Optional as prizes
to the top 5 of the 25 car winners who
specify preference for a truck on Contest Entry Blank.
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er if you're looking for a
rer plus record-smashing
in Chevrolet trucks with
aster Valve-in-Head enk engines develop more
eliver the load at lower
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Ice-Design trucks today!

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks

(HAS. W. BURROW

SMALLMAN TIN SHOP
eMNIF

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentu,cky

/00
0/00 U.S
Swings Bone

blank obtained at any Ford
become
Dealership displaying the sidered. All entries
Ford Motor
poster shown below. Print the property of
Contest subject
name and address clearly. Company.
to Federal,AState and local
(b) Contestlimited to conlations'and W contest
tinental U. S. and Alaska. ru es on entry blank.
on
(c) Prizes as stated be
(d)Winners' names will be
entry blank will
posted at all Ford Dealers'
awarded on the basis of not later than Dec. 1, 1949.
sincerity, originality, and
open to all
aptness. Judges' decisions (0) Contest is
of Unit,ed States,
are final. Duplicate prizes residents
employees of Ford
in case of ties. Entries must except Company, Ford
be submitted in the name Motor
their advertising
of the registered owner or Dealers,
or their families.
his designated representa- agencies

your chance le win one sof these
700 valuable prizes. And at the son.. time,
you'll help th• NaHonal Safety Council and
local organizations promote safe driving.

• Hoe's

YOU GET

200
$so as.
S011;79$

&ye

350
.$.2.5Rone

Or
.
SJP•Ii

THIS ATTRACTIVE
REFLEC7OR
INSIGNIA

Ord Free Cor-Safety Check, insignia
see this Peddle
end Entry Blank al all ford Dealers' wfsere yea

J. V. CASH MOTOR COMPANY
.•10

MAYFIELD HIGHWAY

FULTON

PHONE 42
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The Woman's Page

&we Your Children's
Delicate Foot
Structure
NOW.,

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

CLASSIFIED ADS

McDADE FURNITURE COMPANY
asks you to See

AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton
210
Paint and Glass Co.,
.
Church.

QUALITY APPLES FOR SALE:
Paducah, Fall Beauty and Jonathan; other varieties later
and through the season. Letcher A. Watkins, Crutchfield,
Jerry Jones. Mr. and Airs. Jack
Ky.
Snow, Aliso Carolyn Duley, Bobby Snow, Mr. and Mrs. Charles FOR SALE: Nice, gentle, 5-gaitThomas, Mrs. Hugh Mac McCleled saddle horse, $50. Norman
lan, Mr. and Mrs. Jack Carter,
Terry, Phone 736-J.
Dr.
Looney,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs.
and
Dr.
Poe,
and Mrs. J. A.
FOR SALE: Certified Ky. 31 FesP. J. Trinca, Mrs. Morgan Omar,
cue, 570 per 100 lbs. Norman
Mrs. Thomas Mahan, Miss Ann
Terry, Phone 736-J.
Godfrh, Mrs. Charles Cannon,
Mrs. Fred Homra, Mr. and Mrs. FOR RENT: New store building
Russell Pitchford, Air. and Mrs.
on Commercial avenue; 24 feet
Clyde Williams, Jr.
wide, 85 feet deep. Willing to
install front to suit tenant. See
ROBERT GRAHAM, Fulton.
Farm, Route two, were quietly
Married Saturday afternoon August 27 in Clinton, Ky• Xr. and FOR RENT: A building located
in Sedalia, Ky. 32 ft. x 70 ft.;
Mrs. Batts announced today.
suitable for cafe or grocery.
The impressive ring ceremony
Also, a livestock farm with 12
was solemnized at 3 o'clock in
aares of tobacco base. Farm on
the afternoon in the parsonage
paved highway, school and
of the First Methodist Church
milk routes. See Connie Dyer,
with Rev. L. L. Jones officiating.
Sedalia, Ky.
The bride wore an attractive
fall suit of navy gabardine with
white accessories and a corsage REGISTERED Jersey male for
sale. 3 years of age. Sired by
of American Beauty roses. Miss
Cleta O'Neal, bridesmaid, wore , six star. bull. Dr. C. E. Crume,
Clinton, Ky.
a 'model of brown taffeta and a
corsage of white carniols and
FOR SALE: Oliver disc tractor
tuberoses.
plow,
No. /2 International
Elton Courney served as best
tractor plow; Warm :Morning
man. Other attendents were: :Miss
stove,
used or.e season; kitchen
:Mary Belle Wilson and Bob Et:1erton. Miss Wilson wore a model.. Cabinet, dining room suite.
- coal range. other odd furniture.
of blue taffeta and a corsage cf
MERITT MILNER,
white carnations and tuberoses.
Route 1, Fulton.
Following the wedding. cake
and iced drinks were served the
FOR SALE: Cow and calf.
wedding party at the home of the
Phone 922 or 923.
bride's parents.
Mrs. Dodson has employment ATTENTION
Farmers and Lumin Mayfield, where she has -nude
berman. We are now in the:
her home with her grandparentz,
market for several thousand
Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Pharis fcr
all white Split Hickory Handle
the past three years.
Blanks. Sizes 17, 18, 19 and 20
Mr. Dodson served two yearr
inches long by 2 inches square.
with the armed forces in World
See us now for grades and
prices. Will also buy all white
Hickory logs. 42'' long. ClinPERSONALS
ton Hickory Handle Blank Div.
LaPierre-Sawyer Handle Co .
Miss Beulah Legg was the
Clinton, Ky. (near Sales Barn ,
weekend guest of her sister, Mrs.
Leo Wheatley, manager.
Fred Hatch and family in Memphis.
MRS. DAVID SUNDWICK will
Ellridge,
Herbert Gunter of
open her Fall class of instrucTenn., spent Tuesday with his
tion in voice and violin Sep- ,
sister, Mrs. George Moore and
tember 12. Phone 1562; 407 '
family in Highlands.
College street.
Will McDade is slowly improving after being quite ill in the FOR SALE: Two 22-gallon bottle I
Fulton Hospital.
gas tanks. See James McMurry,
Miss Peggy Scott has returned
Cayce, Ky.
to art school in Nashville, after
spending her summer vacation
with her mother, Mrs. Ruth Scott:
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ashley and
children• of Memphis were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Tucker Brown and Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Kash.

the secrets that make a

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hill Given Warm
Welcome In New Home In Club Courts

New SAFETY . .
COMFORT ...

Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hill who
new
recently moved to their
home in the Country Club Courts
were surprised Monday evening
when a group of their friends entertained with a housewarming
party.
Twenty-nine friends arrived at
8 o'clock with gifts for the new
home and refreshments of sandwiches, cookies and coca-colas.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs Joe Treas, Mr. and Mrs.

These 4 Ways
1. Shock Absorber Heel
cushions jolts . . . protects
nerve terrninals.
2. Lift Cushion Arch gives
yielding support.
3. Each Cushion Responds
individually to foot action.
Cushion
Storybrook
4.
Foundation prevents forward skid, holds foot accurately.

Storybook's Exclusive Cushion Foundation
Shoe ... protects Children's Feet at these
Shock-Points
Only STORYBOOK gives your child this new protection of
the CUSHION FOUNDATION ... actual airfoam "cushions'' at
two most tender points ... heel and arch. Storybook's thrifty
price makes it easy to keep fast-gro Ying feet correctly fitted.

Sizes 8% to Three

$4.95

THE BUDGET SHOP
Phone 1360

204 Lake Street

NATIONAL ADVERTISEb WEAR FOR
INFANTS AND CHILDREN
Just Be Sure It's A

SANFORIZED BLOUSE
Cottons, Crepes and Ginghams
Sizes 1-3, 3-6x, 7-14

$1.98 and $2.98
POLO SHIRTS
AND
CARDIGANS

I
•
KNITS

(Sizes 1-8)

End wash-day troubles; All colors vat dyed. Fabric vat-controlled to retain shape and size! Two-ply combed yarns.
Buy 'cm ... %sear 'em
buy 'em again!

MISS ARMBRUSTER
IS WED IN HOME
CEREMONY SUNDAY
In a wedding of simplicity and
beauty Miss Marian Armbruster,
L.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Armbruster became the bride of
Otis Le Cornu, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. Otis LeCornu, Sr., of
Fulton.
The impressive ring ceremony
' was solemnized Sunday morning
September 4 at 9:30 at the home
of the bride's parents, on Eddings
street, with Rev. J. E. Stovall,
pastor of the Church of Christ,
officiating. Only the immediate
families of the couple were present.
The mantle' provided the ba?iltground en an improvised alter of
ivy centered with an arrangeinent of roses, with candleabra
and glowing tapers on both ends
of the mantle. On either side of
the mantle were huge baskets of
dahlias. Other arrangements of
gladioli and sweetpeas added
beauty to the nuptial scene.
The bride wore an attractive
fall model of navy taffeta with
grey accessories and a corsage of
white gardenias.
Mrs. Frank Hodge, was matron
of honor and her only attendant.
She wore a model of fuchsia taffeta with black accessories and a
corsage of white carnations and
small chrysanthemums. Howard
Armbruster served as best man.
Following the ceremony the
couple left for a wedding trip to
the Smokey Mountains. On their
return they will be at home at
820 Fairview, Fulton.
For traveling, Mrs. LeCornu
wore a brown gabardine dress
with brown accessories and a
gardenia corsage.
MISS BATTS WEDS
QUIETLY ON
AUGUST 27TH
Miss Elizabeth June Batts,
(laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Manaas
L. Batts of near Fulton and Warren Edward Dodson . of Fancy

$69.95
SE E

NORGE

YOU

BEFORE

BUY

ORDER YOUR
COAL NOW
Best Kentucky Quality

All Sizes

Complete Line Of

FERTILIZERS
For Your Fall Seeding

CITY COAL COMPANY
PHONE 51

With These

Fulton
•

Browder Feeds

STAR BRAND
Se/tool _,Sayet aise 4eize

WORK SHOES

•7:.:-Aw" As Low As

Get More Milk

THE TINY TOGGERY

11- REIEIVIOLD

%• •°/sa*
op ol
• UP --..o.se•
"
a
„del '
...0%
°
•suw.
S°
tee.
"
‘,..1•0

DAIRYMEN:

Cardigans, $1.98 to $2.98
Shirts, $1.19 to $1.98

Malco Theater Building

NORGE 01L-BURNING
HOME HEATER
\\, your I3EST Buy!

Lucky Strike 24''

$3.60

come in today for your

Milkmaid 18-r Print

$3.40

child's school shoes!

Sweet 16'' Dairy

$3.15

Big Sixteen Dairy

$2.85

_ •

SEAMS ARE OUT!
...Freemolds ore made with fine
leather ONE-PIECE quarters.
No more ripped backs!

•

POULTRY RAISERS
GET MORE EGG PRODUCTION AND
FASTER GROWTH WITH:
Biddie's Choice Laying Mash
Browder's Special Laying Mash
Browder's S & G All Mash

_ There's a
Star Brand Shoe
For Every Job!

$3.98 '" $1.95
AS ADVERTISED IN
THE LEADING
FARM MAGAZINES

Freemold seamless one•piece quarters
give snug, moulded fit and support at
the heel. The Star Brand trade mark is
r•
positive assurance of quality. No paper
or fibre•hoard substitutes for leather
are ever used in the hidden counters,'
insoles, midsoles or slip soles of Star
Brand work shoes.

422 Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

•

-- $4.05
$4.45

We Deliver
Pe the Senents
,
your child geis from
Poll.Partots actual Prc•
Testing by hard-playing
boys and girls!

Call Us
IITIA
11111FORCIMINTS At
All VITAL PAPS

U1Q
act

COWMAN/1i
ARCMS

ROOM
FPI CROWN j.

tvery model pre-tested for wear, for fit, fOr style

Roberts Store

$4.35

Roberts Store
Lake Street

Fulton, Ky.

Phone 900

Browder Milling Company
— FULTON, KY. —

otember 9, 1949

OMPANY
to See
liat make a

A-BURNING
HEATER

13EST BUY!

MIR
ucky Quality

'ing

MPANY

u
•
I.•
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Fine Callie Exhibited at Dairy Show;Champions Named
Herd Development
Shows Great Promise

Four grand champions were
-chosen from their breeds at the
close of the West Kentucky-Tennessee fair's dairy show last Friday, and are pictured on this
page. We are pleased to mention
a word about each of these, to
stimulate further interest
in
good cattle breeding in
this
area:
George Ray Gunter, whose
Holstein won the grand championship in its breed, is in his first
year of 9-H club work. He and
his father are doing a splendid
job in dairying. They have a wonderful herd of Holsteins that is
as good as any herd in the South.
George Ely Burnette has owned his Champion Jersey for three
years and has shown her at nine
different shows. She has won
five grand championships; in the
nine shows Sybil has total winnings of $257.00 (Iler purchase
•
price was $300.) During the three
years she has dropped three
calves and produced over 1200' GRAND CHAMPION Holstein Cow, owned by little George Ray Gunter, Route I, Fulton. His father,
lbs. of butterfat that has brought George Gunter, is holding the cow.
(Photo: Denny's Studio)
over. $1200. George Ely keeps Sybil in the herd of his grandfather, C. N. Burnette, who has a
large herd of Jerseys and produces grade '',A" milk for thc.
Fulton Pure Milk Co. Sybil will
be shown in the National Jersey
show id Memphis. ,
Neal Rushton and his Champion brown Swiss staged a repeat
performance here this year, having been a previous winner. Neal
has been in 4-H club work for
several years.
Cecil Burnette, whose Guernsey won the grand championship,
lives on Highway 94, five miles
west of Fulton and has a large
herd of registered Guernseys.
His herd is as good as they come;
his cattle have been winning at
every show they have attended
this year. From this herd comes
good
grade "A" milk, sold
through the Fulton Pure Milk
Company.
This is Robert Gattus' first
year in club work and he is doing a splendid job. Look for this
boy next year. because he is very
fond of his heifer, which he
bought last May for $180. He has
already won many prizes with
her. including 1st prize Sr. Yr.
at the Graves County Fair. Robert and his father, J. F. Gattus GRAND CHAMPION Brown Swiss, owned by Neal Rushton, Route 1, Water Valley.
produce grade ',A" milk for the
(Photo: Denny's Studio)
Fulton Pure Milk Company.
The show was one of the largest and best held in this area. Freeman. 3. Buddy Perry; Class
Newell Thompson, of Trenton, IV. Cows over four years. C. P.
Tennessee was the judge. He Freeman. Grand champion. Cecil
was assisted. unofficially by the Burnette.
Hickman County judging team
The Jersey winners were: Class
which is preparing to enter the I.
Calves under six
months.
state cattle judging competition. 1. Billy Burnette, 2. George Ely
The winners in the holstein Burnette. Class II. George Ely
division were: Class I
heifer Burnette. 2. C. N. Burnette and
calves 1. George Ray Gunter, 2. Son. 3. Ward Burnette. Class III
Fletcher Gattus: Class II year- 1. C. N. Burnette and Son. 2.
ling calves 1. Robert Gattus. 2. Ben Sams. 3.
Gilbert Bizzle.
Fletcher Gattus: Class III two Class IV. Yearling under two
to four year old cows 1. C. P. years old. 1. Robert Gattus 2.
Freeman 2. C. P. Freeman; Class Fletcher Gattus. Class V. Two
IV cows over four years 1, year old cow. 1. George Ely BurGeorge Ray Gunter.
Junior nette. 2. H. C. Sams: Class VI.
champion. 1. George*Ray Gun- Three year old cow. 1. Fletcher
ter 2. Senior Champ* 1. Ciplirge Gattus. 2. Cecil E. Wade. Class
Ray Gunter; 2. Grand champion VII. Four years and over.
1.
George Ray Gunter.
George E. Burnette. 2. Ward
Brown Swiss prize winners Burnette.
champion,
Grand
were: Class I. calves and heifers George Ely Burnette.
under one year. 1. John Wright
and Son. 2. Neal Rushton. 3. Neal
Rushton; Class III yearling heif- New Magazine For South
ers. 1. James Hall, 1 Aneei Hall, Appears
Were This Weal
3. John Wright and Son. Class
III. Two to four year cows. Neal
Featuring such "strictly SouthRushton. Class IV. Over four ern" authors as Virginius Dabyear cows. Bushart Farms Jun- ney, Hodding carter, John Temior Champion 1, John Wright and ple Graves, Jonathan Daniels,
Son. 2. Senior champion. 1. Neal Harry Ashmore, William W. Ball,
Rushton. 2. Grand champion Octavus Roy Cohen and Jesse
Neal Rushton. Winners in the Stuart, a brand new Southwide
Fireside,
Guernsey division: Class I calves magazine, Southern
tinder ene year. 1, 2.
4,Cecil made its first appearance in FulBUrnette. 5. Buddy Perry; Classl ton this week.
II one to two year cows 1, 2, 4,
Mi.ss Frances Davis of St. Louis
5., cecil Burnett. 3. Buddy Perry„
Class III two to four Year oia-t Mo., is the guest of Mrs. Grace
cows. 1. Cecil Burnette. 2. C P. , Joyner on Norman street.

GRAND CHAMPION
Jersey cow, Sybil Design Ida SuItona 1419733, owned by George Ely Burnette, Route 1, Fulton. This cow was also the 1949 grand champion at the Graves County Fair.

•

at-

GRAND CHAMPION Guernsey cow, Clear Springs Gloria 939049, owned by Cecil Burnette, Route 1,
Fulton. This co v was also the 1949 grand champion at the Ballard County Fair at La Center.
(Photo: Denny's Studio)

2044:04 qatafrt
Pivie MA

$3.60
$3.40
$3.15
$2.85

In The -

Sanitary

,RS

Leak.proof

Transparent
Thrifty

GLASS BOTTLE
Glass Is Your Guarantee of

$4 35
$4.05

Fine Flavor

$4.45

Top Quality

Full Measure

Phone 900
dibIL
PURE
MILK CO.

mny

pia& A'
PASTEURIZED
HOMOGENIZED
JUNIOR CHAMPION Jersey Heifer, Jester's Observer Design Spot
1647017, owned by Robert Gallus, Route 1, Futlon. (First year to
show). Pictures of other Junior Champions were not available.
(Photo: Denny's Studio)

FULTON PURE MILK CO.
PHONE 813-J

FULTON, KY.
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approxierans. Of this number
ns drawmately 30 were vetera
serviceing compensation for
connected disabilities.
r colIn addition to the regula
Murray
lege courses offered,
Trades DiState College his a
level, ofvision on a sub-college
Automobile
fering courses in
and
Mechanics, Machine Shop,
ReElectrical Maintenance and
opened
Pair. The _Trade School
seen
January 14, 1946. and has
veteran)
the enrollment of 165
since its beginning.
enAll veterans who plan to
or
roll for a course of education
this
training for the first time
afall should submit their applic
Adtions to the nearest Veterans
ministration Office at the earliest
possible date.
The personnel assigned to the
Veterans Administration Office,
located on the campus of Murray
College, are available to provide
information and assistance to all
veterans who contact them.

IC ADOPTS RADIO
FOR YARD WORK

Fairbanks-Morse

g"
"A Name Aorth Rememberin

KY FAIR BOOKS BIG
TIME SHOW FOLKS

is
moving into the Kentucky State
Fair next week with ten of the
top entertainment -acts in the
nation. The acts are frorii Broadway, from -the West Coast and
from the top night spots of New
York.The Fair will open with the
Judy Canova Show, on Sunday
which is being sponsored by the
Shaw:nee Kiwanis Club of Louisville. The Gus Sun attractions
follow during the afternoon and
evenings of the next five days.
They include music by Jimmy
Downey's Men of Music and The
Esquire Models, sixteen glamorous slick chicks on vacation from
siwh hits as Annie Get Your Gun
and Oklahoma, now playing in
New York.
Others on the program are The
on
production
Whirlwinds, a
wheels; Ted and Flo Vallett, acCAMPUS BABIES
c baton twirling stars; The
There have been nearly 1,000 robati
, perch artists: the Aerial
babies in the families of war vet- Eddies
, performing at 120 feet
erans attending the University of Vesses
in the air on bar and swings, and
Kentucky.
ltonia, dancer and contortionist.
:\11'.

Memory Lives
In Pictures

CITY ELKTRK

Lossof Nearing
Rob You

ou know how it usually is—slow and steady
is the rule in automotive progress.
But every now and then it happens. Along
comes a car that's new all over—like this one —
and headlines sing the news.

OF SUCCESS and HAPPINESS?

Take the styling of it—fresh and smart and really
exciting from its non-locking bumper-guard
grilles to the jet-plane look of its fenders.
Take the outward size of it—handy in traffic,
easy to garage,actually more room and a sweeter
ride in fewer over-all inches.
Step inside—and stretch yourself in the biggest
interiors ever found in a Buick Special, with a
full twelve inches added to rear-seat hiproom.

Here's new hope for the hard of hearing.
Thousands have discovered that a
Beltone hearing aid restores them to
normal business and social life ... helps
them hear clearly again without strain.
The tiny one-unit Beltone is so easy to
wear. No separate battery pack. No
dangling battery wires. Unsurpassed for
power and clarity.
No Button in the Ear
Hide your deafness with the new
Belt one Phantomold. People
won't notice you wear a hearing
aid. Come in, phone or mail coupon today for FREE booklet dm
tells all the amazing facts.

MONO-PAC
Ono-Unit Hearing Aid

f*.
"
"
Ovetatored
twee lbenebeepeae
.swwwewewr.

BELTONE HEARING SERVICE

2031 Jefferson

Phone 237

442 I.ake Street

ENTION
COMMAND ATT
-FROM-THE
WITH A FRESH
CLEANER'S LOOK!
ess
unmistakeable treshn
You'll have an
wen
are
your ciotnes
appearance wnen
PARISIAN assure
pressed. Let
cleaned and
service.
finest cleaning
you of the

I

nr.rr. F,

Box 727,

Paducah, Kentucky

k•• Piwk, wowooss. without ohliMew sewd
sswow. Tow PREF heckles that toile how to °sesames,• Diaries Yrs Willi enjoy oew fatten sod
hodisiwdonName
Adkins*.

Town

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry Cleaners

°n/Yone"'tints - Wonderful

DOES

Paducah, Kentucky
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BIG VET ENTRY
AT MURRAY STATE

Gardner's Studio

0 A. ROLAND

HI

SI14/W

A rie4, 2-way radio installation
will go into operation at Mays
S
ENER
• WATER SOFT
Yard, New Orleans, La., SeptemINel
ber 1, it was announced today
DRILL
WELL
•
J. M. Trissal, superintendent
by
RING
• WELL REPAI
of communication and electrical
engineer of the Illinois Central
H. E. GRIGGS
Railroad. The system will include
the use of lightweight "walkiePhone 1199-R—Fulton Riway
talkies" in addition to a main
Union City, Tenn.
base transmitter.
The effective range of this
equipment embraces the entire
New Orleans area.
_ Veterinary Service
Each "walkie-talkie" unit is
comparable in size to a small
Day or Night
portable radio and weighs less'
than ten pounds. Such equipment
Phone 807-R
will enable men in any part of
Or Call 70
Mays Yard to communicate with
yard office by merely turnthe
Dr.H.W.Connaughton ing a switch. Units are powered
by small storage batteries that
'Graduate Veterinarian
last a full 8-hour shift and (lin
Located on Martin-Folios
Uncle Lumpy Brannum tells a
be recharged before the worker
week on
returns to his job on the follow- "LB Orley" tale each
Highway.
the new "Fred Waring Show"
ing day.
ay mianings at 10 a.m.,
The new radio installation will Saturd WLW-NBC.
on
EST
cars
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to
ally
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be used
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in the huge classification yard,
Mr. and Mrs. Herschel Grogan
The total number of different
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COALMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY
For yourself,
exFour hundred veterans are
Department of Highways
for your family,
pected to enroll at Murray State
To Contractors
Notice
s
friend
your
fcr
College for the fall term beginSealed bids Will be received by ning September 15, 1949. Ap. . . a picture
the Department of Highways at proximately 350 will enroll undsays more than
its office, Frankfort, Kentucky, er the G. Bill of Rights and 50
STANDARD OIL products
nd
a thousa
until 10:00 A. M. Central Stand- under Public Law 16, the VoA7'LAS tires
Sepof
words!
ard Time on the 23rd day
al Rehabilitation Act for
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ng — Washing
Greasi
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tember, 1949, at which
disabled veterans.
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Make
There have been 1,586, differfor the improvement of:
point Today.
veterans attending Murray
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-427 ent
College under the VeterDyersburg Road from KY. 309 State
Rehabilitation and Education
to Tennessee State Line, 3.873 ans
ams since September 25,
miles. Reconstruction and traf- Progr
this number, 164 were
Fulton
Of
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rcial
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VIS
fic bound surface.
ed veterans under the Vodisabl
Phone 693
FULTON COUNTY, RS 38-361
cational Rehabilitation Program.
Crutchfield Road from US. 51 to During the past school year, deKY. 94, 5.43 miles Reconstruc- grees were granted to 156 vet
tion and traffic bound surface.
The attention of prospective
Tune in HENRY J. TAYLOR, ABC Network, every Mondoy evening
bidders is called to the prequalinecand
fication requirements,
essity for securing certificate of
eligibility, the special provisions
WE SAKE
coverng subletting or assigning
the contract and the DepartYOUR
ment's regulation which prohibOLD RADIO
its the issuance of proposals afSING
ter 4:30 P.M. on the day preceding the opening of bids.
LIKE NEW
: The quantities are intended to
indicate the approximate volume
of the proposed work. See bid
form for final computed estimates. Alternate bids on bituminous surfacing types will be re__
nt
stme
d
Inve
A Soun
ceived, if the Department so
elects and includes a provision
of
lot
a
in
ing
Your're invest
alternates in the bid forms.
for
you
when
listening pleasure
:A P`URCHASE
NOTE
relet CITY ELECTRIC
CHARGE OF $10.00 WILL BE
e
pair your radio. We replac
MADE FOR EACH PROPOSAL.
worn-out parts and make all
REMITTANCE MUST ACCOMnecessary adjustments--at a
PANY REQUESTS FOR THE
down-to-earth cost.
PROPOSAL FORMS. REFUNDS
WILL NOT BE MADE FOR ANY
sis.
diagno
Honest
REASONS.
Further information, bid.I:n7,
proposals, et cetera, will he
to
furnished upon application
the Frankfort Office. The right is
reserved to reject any and all
And Tire Company
bids.
DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
205 ConunerciaI Ave- Frankfort, Kentucky.
September 1, 1949.

Water Systems

In West Kentucky
Most Complete Stock

Sam

y

Try the power of big 110 or 120 hp high-compression Fireball engines— sample the restful
levelness of a ride that sets the standard for
the industry.
Check controls—and note really big news: The
luxury of Dynaflow Drive* — newest, simplest
and smoothest of all modern transmissions—is
optional equipment, available now at the lowest
price level yet
*Optional at rxtra cosi

Finally,lo-ok at the price tag. Measure its figures
against others—and see if any car, eN en in the
lowest-price field, gives you so much of what
you want for each dollar you in‘est.
Tops in style, tops in room, tops in lift and life
and traveling ease, a trip to your Buick dealer
will show you this is wonderful in value too!
For the biggest buy of this year — and many a
year to come—better go now and get your
order in!
TEN-STRIKE
C/AL has all theme Features!
ck
SPE
Only Bui
DRIVE
TRAFFIC-HANDY SIZE • MORE ROOM FOR THE MONEY • DYNAFLOW
R-GUARD
G
BUMPE
.
NON-LOCKIN
NG
optional at extra cost • JET-UNE SITU
GING
GRILLES•HIGH-PRESSURE FIREBALL STRAIGHT-EIGHT ENGINE•COIL SPRIN
ER
.
GREAT
Y-RIDE
RIMS
ALL AROUND • LOW-PRESSURE TIRES ON SAFET
G
VISIBILITY FORE AND AFT • SELF-LOCKING LUGGAGE LIDS • STEADY-RIDIN
TORQUE-TUBE DRIVE • THREE SMART MODELS WITH BODY BY FISHER

//

SPEC/ALLY NOW
p
a
/

YOUR KEY TO GREATER VALUE

braid mein
Wawa bettor asatesnobitps are built MUNCE win

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANIC.
224-228 Fourth Street

Fulton, Kentucky

y, September 9, 1949
In West Kentucky

MIN III

IM MI MINN NM MI MI•MI
Phone 237

ENTION
ROM-THE

..00K!

in
hie freshness
wen
are
totnes

'AR1S1AN assure
service.
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AKE US AN OFFER!

We are closing out; all of our remaining stock
MUST GO, IMMEDIATELY
come today, select what you want, and make us an
offer at11our
11 111
4

IISIAN
y & Dry Cleaners

Friday Evening, 7:30 P. M.
Thursday Evening, 7:30 P. M.
Saturday Evening, 7:30 P. M.
Saturday Afternoon, 2:30 P. M.
CHARLES W. BURROW, AUCTIONEER
VALUABLE FREE GIFTS
will be given at each sale. Just
get your FREE ticket as you enter the door. Nothing to buy, no

No Returns

No Refunds

No Exchanges

obligation!

figures
in the
f what

All Sales
Cash and Final

EVERY DEPARTMENT INCLUDED!
EVERYTHING GOES!
NOTHING RESERVED OR HELD BACK!

nd life
dealer
too!
nany a
t your

Here is your opportunity, folks! Now you will be able to
BUY AT YOUR OWN PRICE. Just MAKE US AN OFFER
with the cash money and our remaining stock of merchandise
will go to the highest bidder. THOUSANDS of useful items for
the kitchen, the house, the workshop, the yard are left. Don't
miss this wonderful opportunity.

hese Features!
ONEY • DYNAFLOW DRIVE
LOCKING BUMPER-GUARD
IT ENGINE•COIL SPRINGING
FTY-RIDE RIMS • GREATER

Kitchenware
Kitchen Cabinets
Electric Light Fixtures
Fluorescent Light Fixtures
Coffee And Occasional Tables
Dishes, Glassware, Tableware

tGE LIDS • STEADY-RIDING
WITH BODY BY FISHER

Throw Rugs
Table Radios and Combinations
Record Players

Household Appliances, All Kinds
Living Room Furniture
Bedroom Suites and Furniture
Paints, Enamels, Brushes and Supplies
Dining Room Suites and Furniture
Poultry and Hog Needs
Heating and Cooking Stoves
Popular Records and Albums
Hardware: Farm and Garden Tools
Baby Furniture

fpULTON al-EffilLflifiNITIJg co.
41t.••• FULTON,KY •••
er040c" C
S19-323 WALNUT ST ••• SitgiAt
•••

.1111111111111111111111
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Siam11111111.6.
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Editor,

DOROTHEA SHIELDS
HONORED ON
FIFTH BIRTHDAY
Mrs. Clifford Shields honored
her daughter, Dorothea Ann, pn
her fifth birthday with a party
Friday afternoon at their home
on Jackson street.
The attractive little honoree,
dressed in a red and white gingham dress, trimmed in white eyelet, greeted the guests as they
arrived.
feature entertainment
The
were games and contests with
Hal Warren, Kenneth Mulcahy,
Judy Woods and Susan McDaniel
winning prizes.
Late in the afternoon ice
cream and cake was served from
a pretty table in the back yard.
A beautifully decorated pink and
white birthday cake with five
glowing. candles centered the
table. Each gfiest was given a
favor.
Mrs. Shields was assisted in
the serving by her mother, Mrs,
W. D. Warren of Paducah, Miss
Margaret Wade of Nashville,
Mrs. Alex Leneare and Mrs. E.D.
Keiser.
Dorothea received many lovely
gifts.
The guest list included: Jane,

PHONE

THESE WOMEN!

By &Alessi°

no

Judy and Rita Keiser, Judy and
Nancy Woods, Judy and Nancy
Choate, Susan McDaniel, Joe Ed
Busch, Bobby Hyland, Jean Ann
Hyland, Kenneth Mulcahy, Jimmy Meacham, Patricia Hamby,
Pamela Homra, Jane and Hal
Warren. Bill Leaneare, Patsy
Smith. Vyron Mitchell, Jr., Sam
and Diane Trinca, Donnie McKnight and Mary Virginia Newton, and Brenda Choate.

and Mrs. E. R. Card of Burbank,
Cal., left Wednesday for West
Augusta, Va., where they will
visit their sister, Mrs. Walter
Greer and Mr. Greer.
Mrs. Charlotte Smith will arrive home this week after a five
weeks visit to her daughter, Mrs.
Jerry Miller and family in Cleveland, O.
C. W. Burrow is quite ill in
the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. L. O. Bradford and Dud-

ley Morris have returned ‘from
Boston, New York and other points of interest.
Mr. and Mrs. T. T. Boaz and
guests, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Claypool and Edwin Willingham of
Memphis and Mrs. E. R. Card of
Burbank. Calif., spent the week
end at,Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. L. G. Tumberlinson and sons, Bob and Don of
San Benito, Tex., are the guests
of her uncle and aunt, Mr. and

Mrs. M. I. Boulton on Norman
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller Burgess of
night
Sunday
Paducah were
guests of his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. R. S. Burgess. They were
enroute on a vacation trip to Virginia.
Mr: and Mrs. Paul Boaz and
son, Bobby, Mrs. Elizabeth Osgood and Bobby Cursey spent the
weekend at the Irvin Cobb resort on Kentucky Lake.

NEW low-cost HEATER gives
MORE HEAT with LESS OIL!

MRS. JOLLEY
HOSTESS TO
BRIDGE CLUB
Mrs. Abe Jolley was hostess to
the Tuesday afternoon bridge
club at her home on West State
Line.
Mrs. T. K. Russell and Mrs.
V. L. Freeman were guests of
the club.

Games of contract were enjoyed during the afternoon. Mrs.
J. E. Fall, Sr., received high club
treating rny
prize and Mrs. Russell high
"And another thing—I want you to stop
guest prize.
relatives!"
like
family
At the close of the games light
refreshments were served.
Members playing were Mesthe National Christan Monroe hospitat Mrs. Polk is the
dames Fall, T. M. Franklin. J.D. discussed
former Ruth Eleanor Jones of
Convention.
Davis, G. G. Bard. Clanton Missionary
At the cloe of the program a Fulton.
Meacham and L. O. Bradford.
business sessiOn was held.
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Moss of AusThe meeting was closed with
TUESDAY CLUB
tin, Tex., formerly of Fulton, anbenediction.
National
the
MEETS AT HOME
During the ocial hour the host- nounce the birth of a son, KenOF MRS. BUGG
served delicious refreshments. neth Edward, born Aug. 2q.
ess
Mrs. H. H. Bugg entertained
Tuesday
the
the members of
night bridge club and two guests.
Mrs. Mansfield Martin and Mrs.
C. D Edwards.
NEW
Follov,•ing several programs
Mr. and Mrs. John Robertson,
Mrs. Frank Wiggins was high
of Danville, Kentucky, are visittVLS
ARRIV
scorer for the club members and
mother,
ing Mrs. Robertson's
Mrs. Martin for the guests.
DEPARTMENT
and sister,
Mrs. Dollie Cowell
The hostess served a delightMrs. Eph Dal.ves at their home
ful ice course to Mrs. Wiggins.
108 Valley Street. Mrs. RobertMrs. Martin, Mrs. John Drfliels,
son is former Mrs. Effie Miller,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace'Hicks of
Mrs. Charles Rice, Mrs. Alex
of this city.
the
Leneave, Mrs. Grady Varden and Pryorsburg, Ky., announce
birth of an 8 pound, 8 ounce son
Mrs. Maxwell McDade and
Mrs. P. G. Boyd.
Special Cakes For
born September 5 at the Fulton children, Max and Ann, and Miss
Special Events
Hospital.
MRS. PICKLE
Ann Latta have returned from a
IS HOSTESS
trip to Biloxi, Miss.
Mrs. Charles Payne returned
UNDERWOOD'S, your home TO SOCIETY
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Butts
from a visit with her
Mrs J. L. Pickle was hostess
Wednesday
town, dependable bakery, is
Paul
son,
a
birth of
to the Missionary Society of the announce the
daughter, Mrs. Murray McConready at short notice to pro5
at
Sept.
11:25
First Christian Church Monday Michael, born
nell in Little Rock, Ark.
vide that special cake for that
afternoon 'at 3 o'clock at her Jones Hospital.
special occasion. rut in your
Mrs. Oliver Kash spent last
home on Smith tree.t Thirteen
order no a. for a wedding, members were present.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Moon of week in Memphis. She met her
birthday or party cake . .
Mrs. Harry Murphey. the chair- Portsmouth, Va., are the parents daughter-in-law, Mrs. Hubert
and well do the rest.
man, called the meeting to or- of an eight pound 1-2 ounce son. Greer of Astoria, Oregon, there
der. after which Mrs. Perry L. Robert Allen, born August 31 at and they were guests of the formStone, the lesson leader told the the U. S. Naval Hospital in Ports- ers daughter, Mrs. Paul Ashley
origin of the Spiritual "Steal mouth. Mrs. Moon- is the former and family.
Mr. and Mrs. A.- D. Riley of
Away." She then conducted the Marie Bowden, daughter of Mr.
devotional. Mrs. Ira Little told and Mrs. Roy Bowden, Fulton Racine, Wis., are the guests of
BAKERY
their,daughter, Mrs. C. H. Mcof the work at the Southern Route 2.
Fulton
207 Commercial
Daniel and family on Norman
Christian Institute.
Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Polk of street.
Mrs. Will Craddock gave an
Phone 126
Mrs. T. T. Boaz and sisters,
artj'e c ^.'erning Jarvis College Monroe, La., announce the birth
Te.....1!. Mrs. Stone of a son born September 4 at a Mrs. W. W. Claypool of Memphis
'n

Town Topics
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VUMERM
ROYAL HEATER
with
Power-Air Blower
Power-Air Saves up to 25%
Here's a genuine. full-size Duo-Therm ...
a circulating heater that's BIC; in everything
bat ptice. Just look at these features:
1. Power-Air Blower keeps more warm air
in circulation, gives uniform Aoor-to•
selling beat. Saves up to 25% on ford oil
tri actual test! Ottly Duo-Tberm has itl
2. Ovo-Tbenn's Exchtelve /unser mixes just
Oho right amount*.of air and fuel oil foe
dean, efficient bait. You get wore boa
Ina nary drop gf oil/
3. A Special Waste-Stopper is built right
in! This fuel saver helps keep tbe beat

from king up the Aug — trawlers more
heat into your home.
4. Roger Tip Cone& Med gives you workless, dirties/ beat at the turn of a dial.
Yon can adjust the beat to asset yaw
exact seeds.
You get ell thew famous Duo-Tberns performance features with the Duo-Therm
Royal. You get diem for very few dollars!
Come in and see us now and solve your
besting problems for years to coma. Cal;
venient credit CAM be arranged in suit your
budget.

BENNETT ELECTRIC
Fulton, Ky.

?1"; Ntain tit.

UNDERWOOD

YouCanl

For Toda
and
Seasons of TornorrotvA
Yonr Zippitt coat assures
dependab!e, smart service.

overall, easy zip-out

FOR THIS GENUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED

lining, new in detail.

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

Beautifully tailored

All-wool gabardine in
bright and hushed colors.

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!

Sizes 8-20. Under $60.
too o!oirruN,0,

$ Guaranteed by q`•:.
Good Housekeeping
'"oris A DVIRTISID"416%*
I

Again—Hotpoint sets the pace
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand new
1949 Automatic Electric Range
—full-size, feature-packed and
priced within peach of *very
home. Look at all die great
features you get with Hotpoint!

AS SEEN IN AUGUST
GOOD HOUSEKEEPING

Zippift Coats
$4500

$4995

CLARICE SHOP
300 Main Street

Other Fall Coats
$3500 and up

• Fast-starting Calrod2 Units!

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiler'

Those blg savings
you've wanted are
HEIM Come In now—
see Hotpoint's 1949
KItch•n and HomoLaundry Appliances*

• I-pleas body, all-steel construction!
• Deepwisli Cooker•Cooking Chartl
• Oven Rack Guide

Broiler Measure!

• Add-resisting fop, porcelain Anishl

BENNETT ELECTRIC
217 Main St.

Fulton, Ky.

Friday, September 9, 1949
ay, September 9, 1949,
'
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I DRESDEN NATIVE,
WHITNEL FUNERAL HOME I KILLED IN TEXAS,
BURIED SUNDAY
408 Eddings Street
Fulton, Ky.
For Ambulance Service Day or Night

PHONE 88
Contract Funeral Home for, and Member of:
Kentucky Funeral Directors' Burial Association, IDS.

4

t gives

OIL!

Notice to Menabers of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Ken.tucky
DURING JULY, AUGUST and SEPTEMBER
MEETING NIGHT'S ARE CHANGED TO
THE SECOND and FOURTH
MONDAY NIGHTS ONLY, 7:30 P. M.
NEW LOCATION OF MOOSE HALL:
212 CHURCH ST. — MAIN FLOOR

ICED WINES
WHISKEY
GIN
ISOM
,
ateg —modes

Dial gives you workat tbe turn of a dial.
vs beat to arse roar

DRIVE-IN LIQUOR STORE
Depot Street

"Buck Bushart"

The Writings Of
Mettle Dear

Services for Michael H. (Macon) Byars, 32, Air Force veteran, who was killed by L. M. Fisher, Calhoun county, Texas sheriff Thursday were held at Dresden Baptist Church Sunday at 5
by the Rev. T. N. Hale and the
Rev. Cayce Pentecost. Burial was
in Palmersville Cemetery with
Bowlin and Riggs in charge.
The body arrived at Fulton
Sunday, and was brought to the
Prayer service conducted by
home of his father, B. J. Byars
of Dresden. Byars was a grad- the officers. Bro. Casie read. Rev.
Jim
Davis offered prayer. Friday
uate of Dresden High School,
and served through the war as nite they raised for the pastor
aviation instructor. He leaves his $29.10 then $3.25 was sent in
father; his stepmother, Mrs Sunda'Y. Bro. Rodgers and Bro.
Virgie Byars of Dresden wild a
sister. Mrs. Robert Beard of
Accurate
Sharon.
Sheriff Davis of Weakley coun_
WORKMANSHIP
tv was notified Thursday that
At Low Cost
young Byars had been shot by
the sheriff at Port Lavaca, Tex. Watches, Clocks and Time
Thursday when the officers went Pieces of All Hinds Accurateto Byars' jail cell to take him to ly Repaired at Low Cost by—
court Mr preliminary hearing in
ANDREWS
an assault charge upon a Port
Jewelry Company
Lavaca woman. Byars jerked the
officer into his cell, and was
shot, it was reported.
He was out on bond while his
conviction on a murder without
malire charge in his wife's death
was pending according to Texas
authorities. Byars' wife's body
was found after a cabin they had
at thA Harlingen, Texas airport
burned Aug. 11. 1948. He was accused of strangling his wife and
,-ettirg fire to the cabin. Ile was
f:r<t charged with murder with
but the charge was re.
Messengei"

DO YOU NEED

MOTOR REBUILDING?
GENERAL REPAIRS?
BATTERY SERVICE?
MOTOR TUNE-UP?

ONE

OF

KENTUCKY'S

TRADITIONS

A Hearty
Handshake
ikseet a Kentuddan and you'll receive a bone crushing
grip . . . the hearty, honest kind that says "glad so
know you, neighbor". It speaks of long, hard toil, of an
enjoyment of living that is traditional in Kentucky.

—Let--

Yes, ond beer is a tradition in Kentucky, feel

WILSON'S GARAGE

Like a hearty handshake, BEER BELONGS in Kentucky.
You'll find them together time and again, for ICentuckiem
enjoy bear, the beverage of moderation.

do it for you.
Paschall St. (Martin Hi-way)
Phone 332-J
Fulton, Hy.

Copyright, 1949, Koottot-hy Divides, U. S. Brower: rostatdotkot

It Pays To Advertise In The NEWS!

BURNETTE BUYS jr:ISEY
I
Ward Watkins Burnette, Fulton has purchased the registered
Ter.sey Raleight's Financial May.
animal conies from the herd
0,, -led by C. N. Burnette and
ns, Fulton.

1,10,CERS

25%

Barkin raised the public offering I
sum of $8.00 the Travel Rest
M.B.C. Good prayer service then
the program began Talk on Lifel
as a Christian by Sister Della
Love and Bro. Carter talked on
I went to the_Lotus'Grove M. her as a member of the church.
B. C. Sunday pastored by the
Also talks on her by Bro. Steve
Rev. Helem. I got there in plenty
of time and so.me women was Gardner, Sister Eliz. Siniyis.
there at the appointed time 9:30
but yet the men hadn't got there
Celluloid, the first plastic, was
way after while in came the men developed in 1869 on a wood pulp
laughing but when women are base.
suppose to be at a place at a
certain time they are there. Poor
1.owful men they are good in
their place.
Missisaippi Plantation Life:

Fulton

nous Duo-Therm per.
•ith the Duo:Chem
I for very fro dollars!
now and solve your

▪ Teen tO COMO. Celt &mailed.°

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Suggs and
r Donald of St. Louis have re-.lined to their
home
after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. James S.
Dawes and
daughter, Jane on
Route No. 4, Fulton.

RUPTURE

mit rmg

Shield Expert Here

CTRIC
Fulton, Ry.
The More, th• Merrier ...
On Sundoy next, the Fair begins
In full and brilliant score
With Shows and Acts, Exhibits and
Performances galore.
Each day is pocked with value for
Fair-goers large and small
For Mom and Dad, teen-agers and
The youngsters, one and all.
Remember, too, that Farmer's Day
Is specially held, of course
To feature'Form Accomplishments—
Our Number 1 resource.
So bring the family and your friends
Make up a caravan
To shore the fun that's held in store
For every State Fair fonl

ALL IT TAKES
IS JUST A CALL
HELP
FOR CASH TO
FALL
FOR
GET SET

A

wt. %g

Nr-cer

H. m. Shevnan, widely known
expert of Chicago, will personally be at the Irving Cobb Hotel,
Paducah, Tueida* and Wednesday only, September 13 and 14.
Mr. Shevnan says: The Zoetic
Shield is a tremendous improvement over all former methods,
eff:vting immediate results. It
will not only hold the rupture
perfectly no matter the size or
location but it will increase the
circulation, strengthen the weakened parts, and thereby close the
opening in ten days on the average case. regardless of heavy lifting. straining or any position the
body may assume. A nationally
known scientific method No
under straps or cumbersome arrangements and absolutely no
medirines or medical treatments.
Mr. Shevnan will be gInd to demonstrate -without charge.
6509 N. Artesian Ave.
Chicago 45
Large incisional hernia or rupture following surgical operation especially solicited
_

•
: For Wood, Cement
arid Concrete Moors
•
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Will you leave these to your children?

M

clied to leave you these 4 symbols
of freedom.

EN HAVE

A Hely Biblls—symbol of your right to worship as you wish. (First Amendment, U.S. Constitution),

13SEDoteca

A deer key—your right to lock yout door
against government force and government prying.
(Fourth Amendment, U. S. Constitution)

•

A pencil—freedom to speak or write what
you think, whether you agree with the government or not. (First Amendment, U. S. Constitution).
c\
--6
/
1
4
)

Amid a free ballet—your right to choose the
kind of government you want—your protection
against government tyranny. (Article I, U. S.
Constitution)

If you need extra nsoney to put in your whiter supply of fuel,
install storm windows, insulate your horse or any other purpose, COTO in or phone for a friendly loan.
Just tell us how much you need and how you wish to repay.
Most loans completed the same day you apply.
1141e

WHY WAIT!
Thos• big savings
you've wanted are
HEIM Com* In now—
'es Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and HomeLaundry Appliance's

CTRIC
Fulton, Ky.

These things have no meaning in countries
where government controls all—for there the
individual man or woman controls twthing.
But there are people—both in and out of
government—who are trying to give the U. S.
government control of more and more. "Let
the government start," they say,"by taking over
the basic industries and services—the doctors,
the railroads, the electric light and power companies."
These people don't say they want "Socialism."
They give other reasons for government control,
because they know most Americans don't want
Socialism. But when government, moving step
by step, gets enough control, what you want
won't matter. You'll be controlled, too! What
freedoms will you be able to pass on to your
children?

Omit 20-Wedged Re/mu/wear nut

It provides you with lower payments on all types of loan*.
We'll help you arrange terms to At your income.

%In/state FINANCE, CORPORATION

OF i\

NEXT TO GRAHAM FURNITURE STORE
FULTON 311 WALNUT ST. PHONE 1252

It's easy to make your noon look
lam now with Niorhide, Ow tough,
•lostle, w•or-r•sIstant Floor
Eno.nol You'll Ultra floe way It
works, the way It looks and boot
of oN the. way II lasts. Comes In
9 durahlo colors. nod,end Mao.

$5.11 Gal.
FULTON PAINT &
GLASS COMPANY
210 Churth St.

UTILITIES

COMPANY
C

I

•t

Phone 909
UFO

.111111111MMIlindis
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HEAVY DUTY

PIERCE STATION

24-HOUR "tcAKREARG:" SERVICE
Phone 293

DAY OR
NIGHT

DAY OR
NIGHT

HAINLINE'S
EAST STATE LINE

FULTON, KY.

All-Types
OilmCoal-Wood
HEATERS

Farm Wagoii

Mrs. Joyce Cruce, Cor.
Mrs. Lewis Holley has returned home after a visit in Detroit.
Alvis D. Cruce and Hershel
Wallace spent the weekend in
Nashville.
Herbert Hoover Clark son of
Mr. and Mrs. G. G. Clark of
Palmersville, is in the San Francisco hospital with polio.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce attended Harris Church Saturday
night. Rev. Ray Cavness did the
preaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Wayne Hutchison visited Mr. and Mrs. Junior Cruce Monday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Graham
visited. Mr. and Mrs. Fred B.
Cloys Sunday night.
Robert Wade visited Mr. and
Mrs. Les Cruce Monday night.

See Us For Your Needs!

Exchange Furniture Co.
PHONE 35

OPEN FORMULA

FERTILIZERS
LIMESTONE FILLER
Guaranteed NOt To Get Hard
2-12-6 __
___,____ $37.00 Ton
0-12-12
$39.00 Ton
3-18-9
$49.75 Ton
Ammonium Nitrate

You'll find this wagon such a time-saver around
the form that it will soon pay for itself. Freemilling Timken Bearings make hauling by car or
horse a cinch. And its short turning radius permits
you to maneuver in cramped spaces. Equipped
with standard 4-inch tractor hitch. Uses regular
16-inch passenger tires. Available with 72-inch
tongue for horses.

40(4 Porkmaker
35% Porkmaker
20`"
, Market Laying Mash

TRUCK COVERS
Well worth the protection they give.
Waterproof, double•stitthed seams
and dog-eared cornimrs. Brost grommet. with toothed wash•rt asiture
firm fart•ning. Weight 14.9 or.

ALL KINDS FIELD SEEDS

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

402 Nlain St.

Fulton

TR4,4
/0'."

GIVES BLOOD TRANSFUSION
David Nugent was in Memphis
the past week-end to give blobd
for Mr. Rupert Browder. Mr.
Browder underwent an operation
for removal of one of his legs
and is very sick.

•KEN KOBB FELT HATS
95 BOYS' FALL PANTS

Miss Gertrude Murphy of Chicago was the weekend guest of
I her sister, Mrs. J. D. White on
Eddings street.

Perfect Fitting
• Perfe
.ct Styling

$

•Genuine For Felt
• New Ea!! Shades

• Brown and

• Low Priced at

• Sarforized
suiting

• Blue plaid

$29'

OTHER FUR FELT HATS
Medium brims sith
permanently creased
crowns. Smart locating bands. Choose
yours in blue, medium brown, gabardine or gray!

FULTON
1

The Maytag
automatic
washer
The completely
automatic washer
that gets clothes
really clean!
088 Maytag could build an automatic
like this!
It features the famous Maytag Gyrefoam washing action tnat gets your
clothes spotlessly clean.
What a worker it is! Playclothes,
grimy overalls, rugs, lingerie ... everything washed with perfect safety.
All the work is done for you. Just
net two simple dials. Then your time's

your own until you're ready to take
out your clothes.
This automatic is built to give you
finest service. It's genuine Maytag
construction in every part.
Come in today and see it in action.

Liberal trade-in
Easy monthly payments

ier7

MAIN STREET

PRONE 201

$298

Beat the budget this fall, in one easy
lesson. Choose these pants for school or
dress wear. Pleated front, zipper fly
with elastic hiserts on each side of waistband. Neatly tailored. Sizes 6 to 16.

MEN'S QUALITY DRESS SHIRTS

Boys' Black Rubber

RAIN COATS

Whites and Fancy Prints

•Full length
• Cape back
• Matching cap
•Snap fasteners
•For only
$
2
98I

$198

Keep him dry this winter, with one of
these low priced, yet satisfactory black
rubber rain coats with matching cap.
Sporting two large pockets and metal
snap fasteners. Sizes 4 to 16.

Correct in every detail
... you'll like 'em. High
count prints and broadcloth
shirts in white, tan, blue
and green. Sanforized to
maintain perfection-fit
through countless launderings. Sizes 14 to 17.

wwwwwwwessimeneowegereeter.v•

BOYS' SWEATERS
•Slip-over and
•Zipper front
•Coat style

Boys' Warm

• Sweaters

01-- !1 FLANNEL SPORT SHIRTS
/
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BENNETT ELECTRIC

Phone 399

Phone 399

For
head start Or. r
see thee*
new fur felts ... in tan, mediuni
brown, blue, gray and gabardine.
Leather sweat band . . . lined in oil
skin for double protection. Wide end
medium brims.

Mra.

$4.75 Gal.
$2.50 Gal.
$2.70 Gal.

$20.35

12 x 14

Fulton

$6.20 Cwt.
$5.75 Cwt.
__ $4.30 Cwt.

Outside White House Paint
Raw Lins0
-'d Oil
Bright Red Barn Paint

Protect Your Equipment

402 Main St.

$57.00 Ton

OPEN FORMULA FEEDS

$138.50

Without Tiros* ..

$79.00 Ton
$65.00 Ton

Nitrate of Soda __
46% Phosphate

•Hisse—Put your cor tiros on this wogon ond rooks* Owns
with brand new Unica Premium or Alliance Tired

FULTON ROUTE 4

Stove Boards, Pipe,
Elbows, and Supplies

CIEURCH ST.

51rs. Charles Lowe, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Pitts and
family spent Monday in Horn beak with Mrs. Pitts parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Treece.
Mrs. Elbert spent the weekend
in St. Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Raymond
and Don of Memphis are spending a few days here with relatives.
Mrs. John Smith, Mrs. Algie
Hay and Mrs. Mattie Renfro
spent Monday with Mrs. Renfro's daughter near Mayfield.
Mrs. Renfro remained Dor a few
days visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Callender-of
Sturgis, Ky., were recent guests
of Mr. and Mrs. John Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Penni Cope and
children of St. Louis and Mr
and Mrs. Mike Delilo aLso of St.
Louis were weekend guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cope and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Rogers
of Memphis spent the past few
days with her mother Mrs. Mattie Rogers.
Mrs. Roy Lawson and family
of Sturgis, Ky., spent the weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Riley Smith.
Mrs. J. B. Vickery and children
of Lake Village, Ark., are the
guests of Mr. -and Mrs. Clarence
Vickery.

•
*

•Sturdy
•Hard wearing
•Long wearing
•Sport ohtrta
•Budget priced

$198

$149

Long sleeve plaid flannel shirts with tvi o breast
Pockets. Yoke back, in or outer style. Made
for the roughest, toughest action your boy can
dream upl Keeps him warm, tool Sizes 4 te

ncal

Every boy needs several sweaters for
school. We have a large selection in
tan, brown, green, blue or maroon. Solids
and combinations. Sizes Irto g0 and 30
to 36.
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